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PADUCAH, KY., SUNDAY MORNING, OVTOBER 15. 1905.

THE DEAL CLOSED HUMANE SOCIETY
Boston Syndicate Takes the
Street Car System, Etc.
THE TRANSFER OCCURED
YESTERDAY FORENOON

w'

Ii

VOL 22, NO. 144

WILL NOT BUILD (MASONIC MEETING LEAD THE WORLD SWEPT BY A WAVE

BODIES CON- THE NEW YORK BASEBALL
BIG MEETING TO BE HELD AT MR. LOTE GRAHAM WILL NOT THE GRAND
TEAM CAPTURED YESTERVENE AT LOUISVILLE
BUILD UNTIL NEXT
BROADWAY METHODIST
DAY'S GAME,
THIS WEEK.
SPRING.
CHURCH.

Occurs in Mid-Ocean With—
out Previous Warning.

Cordial Invitation is Extended to All Secretary Coons, of Commercial Club, rite Grand Council Meets Tomor- This Ended the Series, as the Team PECULIAR
DISASTER TO
row Evening and the Grand
From the Metropolis Had GotReturned From Louisville—
to Be Present as the Body Will
STEAMSHIP CAMPANIA
Lodge Tuesday idorning.
ten Four Out of Five.
Business Matters.
Be Perfected.

Tomorrow the delegates of this
The New York team of the Nation At Least Five Lives Were Lost and
'Transaction Closes Deal Which Has
A meeting will be held next Tues- •The old freight house of the IlliMore Than Thirty Were
the
attend
to
city
Louisville
leave
for
at
baseball league, is the champion
and
For
nois
Way
Eleventh
Central railroad at
Been Under
day evening at 7:30 o'clock at le
Injured.
e Broadway has been remodeled and meetings of the Masonic state organ- of the world, and holds the pennant
Several Months.
Broadway Miethodist church by
Mon
there
commence
izations,
that
which
the
of
club
yesterday
as
as
such,
for
Lote
Mr.
put
condition
into
good
many people of this city who Ire
interested in organization of a, Hu- Graham, the tobacconist, who yes- day night and continue for several city again sent to defeat the team
mane society for prevention rs0eru- terday said that he would move in days. These are the annual gather- from Philadelphia, and thereby won PRESENCE OF LIFE NETS
NEW COMPANY
SAVE MANY PASSENGERS.
to animals, and also thoselpf the sometime this week. That has prac- ings that are always participated in the fourth of the series of seven
city
SUCCEEDS THE OLD ONE.
The games they entered into. The score
human family unable to properly tically been his headquarters since by several hundred people.
the big fire two months ago, but he grand council of Royal and Select of yesterday was i to o, and in adlook after their welfare.
New York, October 14—Five lives
A similar gathering was held last has not moved all his business there Masters convenes tomorrow night at dition to winning four games, the
'Yesterday morning there was closafternoon at the City hall, until this week. He for a while The Miasonic in the Falls City, and New York club played as many shut- are know it to have been lost and
Monday
ed the big deal for the street railat which time Mayor Yeiser called thought he would build a new ware- it takes only one evening to dispose out games, as during each contest more than .thirty persons injured,
way, gas and steam heating plants of
the
body together and explained that house of his own this fall, but as it of the business before it. Mr. James they did not let the Philadelphia ag- some of them seriously, on the Cunthis city, as the formal transjer -of
be in possession of is so late in the season has abandon- E. Wilhelm will attend as the repre- gregation get even one score. They ard steamer Campania last Wednesthe properties were made to the new this city should
started out to play seven games, but day, when a gigantic wave rolled
organization of ed this idea until next spring, when sentative of the local council.
working
and
live
a
owners and they are now in complete
Masonic
The
at
morning
laiesday
by the fifth the Ntw York club cap- over the steamer and swept across a
strucsubstantial
a
construct
will
this character as there is a great he
possession.
in ture for this purpose. He occupied the grand lodge for Masons con- tured four of them, and this obviat. deck thick with steerage passengers.
here
labor
permanent
for
field
The papers having been finished
that line. At that time those there one of the two burned warehouses at venes for a three days session, and ed the necessity of playing any more,
So sudden was the coming of the
for the sale, the directors for the
their arrangements at Tenth and Broadway some weeks Mr. George 0. Ingram attends as as that made them pennant winners disaster and so great the confusion
three' concerns held their meet;ng talked over
the representative of Plain City lodge for the world.
and adjourned to meet since.
which attended and followed it, that
yesterday morning and turned over some length,
No: 449 of this city, and Mx. Charles 'Baseball enthusiasts state that the even the officers of the
the
at
evening
coming
Tuesday
the
steamer them
the systems to the Boston people,
Holliday as representative for Pa- score of these five games was some- selves were unable today, upon the
Convention.
Developnaent
comwill
they
time
which
at
church
who handed over the, monetary conthing out of the ordiinary to the ex- vessel's arrival here, to estimate tVe.
looking toSecretary D. W. Coons, of the ducah Lodge No. 147.
aideration, which is‘something like plete their arrangements
chapgrand
evening
the
Tuesday
treme as every one were shut-out full extent of the tragedy. It is posreturned
yesterday
club,
Commercial
perfecting the society.
4600,000 and not $1,000,000 as iriginal wards
Louisville, where he ter of Royal Arch Masons conven- contests and the losing side did not sible that the five persons known to
held
from
sessieilt
morning
first
Many
were
the
at
by .reported. The new corporation is
and numerous others are expected went and attended the State Dtvelop es at The Masonic for a two nights even make one score. Monday New be missing from* the steerage may
to be known as the Paducfh TracTuesday night, as from all sides can ment convention which has been in session, the local representatives be- York won by 3 to o, the next day not constitute the full number of
tion and Light company.
Philadelphia got its only game by dead.
of encouragement session there the past week. Others ing Mr. I. 0. Walker.
Immediately after the new owners be heard weeds
In their_ department of the Ma- 3 to o, Thursday New York was vicgo from here, but
to
A
the
scheduled
movement.
for
were
and
support
took charge, they held a meeting by
cordial invitation is extended to ev- meld not depart. Mr. Coons labored sonic the grand lodge for the Ladies torious, getting g scores to o for
Reaches Port.
themselves and elected the following
both ladies and gentlemen.
erybody,
rd to get next year's convention Qf the Eastetn Star convenes its Philadelphia, Friday New York got
When the Campania reached quarofficers: p. P. Robinson, president;
act
and help take an ac- or this city, but Winchester walked meeting, and remains in session for it by z to o, and repeated the
antine today ten of the injured pap-.
Eliot Wadsworth, vice president; A. to be on hand
the
project. Officers away with the honor which could eas three days. The delegates from Pa- 'yesterday with the same score.
in
tive
hand
sengers were still in the ship's, hosS. Pratt,. *reamer; R. R. Hayes,
winner
The New York team was
seteed dur Hy have been procured for this city ducah are Mrs. Harry G. Johnston
things
and
be
will
elected
pital, some of them seriously hurt,
secassistant
secretary) E. Pi Adam,
of the national association penitent and a score of others were nursing
gathering.
if the proper support had been given and r.rs. C. H. .Chaniblin.
retary and treasurer, and John 5. ing this coming
the
of
the
Mr. Wilhelm 'alesi attends
and Philadelphia possessor
the secretary.
minor injuries.
I Elaeclui, general manager. These ofgatherings as chairmarafof the com- rag for the American association.
returned
Moore
J.
T.
Detective
The Campania was plowing along
ficers will direct for Stone and Wkbper
$1,500
mittee on lodges under sdispeasation.
The winning club gets
from Metropolis on the
Let Work Piecemeal.
under
full headway last Wednesday
stet- all three of the companies which this mortarty
and
which did not get
It is understood, but not authora- While there be attends the meeting roan of the receipts of the games
afternoon. A heavw quartering sea
were purchased. On electing their steamer Warrenn,
old
the
for
man.
the losers $500 per
in from Cairo until after 1 o'clock. tively announced, that the Elks build ef Vie board of directors
was running, but.
the weather condiboard of directors, the new owners
home, which is located at
awarded to Conhas
committee
frig
tions were far from unpleasant, and
designated all the officers mentioned
of
member
a
is
tractor George Katterjohn the brick 11111enbrville, Ky., He
the big boat's delks were crowded
• above, with Mr. George C. Wallace
work on the new home to be put up tit Sirectorate. which, conducts its
v. oh passengers. I
In addition. The latter has been
on North Fifth, and the excavation session at Louisville.
The steerage deck was covered
general manager of the street railwork to Contractor Edward Esker,
with merrymakers, and there was
way line, and remains with the new
carpentering, tinning and
tithing to indicate the approaching
owners until the latter can get things FIRE DESTROYED THE ONE while the
1112. HARRY MEYERS GOES UP
will be let piecemeal.
work
other
disaster, when
suddenly the big
into good running order under the
DIVISION
LOUISVILLE
NEAR HALLIDAY HOUSE
Last week the company rejected all
steamer
to
port and scooped
lurched
new -control. The name for the new
TOMORROW.
IN CAIRO.
bids put in on the building by conup an enormous sea.
company has not yet been decided
tractors and is now giving the work
on. bat it will probably be the PaA REGULAR SESSION WILL BE
u t separately.
Fills Deck.
ducah Traction and Light company.
HELD TOMORROW
Pay Car WW Arrive Tuesday-to Pay
Cars For RingThe wave boarded the steamer
General Manager John Bleecker One of Advertising
EVENING.
Off Employes Hare—Officials
Artistic Window.
ling'. Ckuss Cams Near Being
aobut midships on the port side and
stated yesterday that no improveGo Ttwough.
beautiful show
Also.
moot
the
Barbed
of
One
swept clear across the steerage deck.
ments were yet definitely decided on.
windows ever seen in this city is that
completely filling the space between
ii
as it would take them eome time to
the Wallerstein establishment on Marketmaster Smedley Is Getting
at
that deck and the deck above and
get things into good running order
Things in Shape-..Fight Over
Mr. Harry Idleyers, the official carrying everything with it.
Mirshal Charles MkNutt, 91 the Third and Broadway. That artistic
under the new management. It is
Pulaski
at
Franchise
CenMr. Logan Bulware,
watch inspector, for the Illinois
The steamer's side was buried, so
practically certain though, that the Mayfield police force, arriva here wirrdow draper,
Show winrailroad employes, has returned deep that the passengers on the deck
"Horse
tral
a
arranged
has
he
where
Cairo,
from
last
evening
only thing to be done this winter
of elegance, and
from a trip u pto Carbondale and above the steerage were submergtd
will be to install Improved and up- had been on business, and reports dow" that is a dream
Tomorrow evening the council will Golconda, 111- on the divisions across to theft' waists as the immense volcommendably his ability
bespeaks
so'clock
3
at
fire
destructive
a
quite
power
to-date machinery at the
everywhere, he hold its regular meeting at the gen- the river. Tomorrow he goes up to ume of water rro:ed aft and then
house and gas plants, while not until yesterday afternoon in the geptian which is recognized
in that line. eral assembly chamber in the city as far as Central City on he Louis- surged forward.
leaders
the
next spring wiN there be taken up city, at which time there was de- being one of
pro- hall. Quite a number of important ville division, and works back this
window
the
viewing
Hundreds
on
elevator
All cabin passengers on the upper
the questions of extending the car stroyed the huge grain
matters come before the legislative way. Wednesday be then goes down deck succeeded in clinging to sepunsurpassed.
The mammoth nounce k
lines, and lengthening out the gas the river front.
authorities for disposal and pros- the Memphis division as far as Ful- ports while the waters surged around
structure is a wooden affair and implant.
pects are for a several hours' session. ton.
corn
flames
them, and were saved, but the unon
the
mediately
igniting
as
There has
yet been no superinit
fortunates on the steerage deck
tendent of the street car line select- pletely enveloped it and converted
Big Market Yesterday.
Pay Car Tuesday.
found themselves utterly helpless.
ed, but Assistant Superintendent G. into a seething mass of fire, the
statSmedley
Central pay car arFrank
Marketmaster
Illinois
The
feet
The irresistible rush of waters,
M. McNealy will continue looking flames shooting hundreds of
ed le-t evening that yesterday's mar- rives here next Tuesday to pay off sweeping toward the forward part of
after things like he has done every out into the river. The wind Was
up
the ship, carried everything before
towards the DETECTIVES DID NOT HAVE ket was one of the biggest held for the employes. It will proceed on
since the former
superintendent, fortunately blowing
many months, as worlds of business the Louisville division, and then it. Nettings heavy railings and other
preventthis
and
the
stream
at
time,
TOWTO
poGO
his
TIME TO
Gus Thompson, discontinued
was transacted, thousands of people South from here. The retail stores obstructions which had been arrangHEAD.
sition in that capacity. Mr. McNealy ed what would otherwise have provthere, while all the butchers keep open that night for benefit of ed near the railings to prevent pasbeing
is a most efficient and capable man en a very costly blaze, as the nearby
about sold out the big thc railroad trade.
marketers
and
in
up
sengers being washed overboard,
buildings would have gone
and handles things well.
they brought to the
goods
of
stock
served their purposesonly in part.
By the changer Mr. Daniel Simon smoke also if the breeze had.driven
is
public building. Mr. Smedley
High Officials.
resigns his position as superintend- the fire brands in the opposite direc- Business Dull With Officers Up UnGeneral Manager I. G. Rawn,
now giving the market its fall overTremendous Force.
til This Morning—Williams Arent of the motive power for the car tion.
hauling and cleaning, and will get chief Engineer A. S. Baldwin and
So great was the volume and
As it was the heat from the fire
rested on Tow Charges.
company and he leaves shortly for
things in excellent condition by the Superintendent of Southern Lines, force of the rushing waters that a
a several weeks trip to different was so hot that it broke the glom in
of this week. ,The laborers work Harry McCourt. of the Illinois Cen- door in the rail was smashed and
last
the
the
of
windows
hdtse,
Halliday
points over the country. He anunder him have been engaged tras were here yesterday morning through this opening the first of the
ing
nounce' however, that he intends and also those in the Blue
were
the first of last week at this early, en route to Nashville, via Hop- helpless ones who had been caught
Mloore
since
and
Baker
Detectives
t
e
one
is
bl
which
continuing this city his home, and restaurant,
the
are putting things. in a kinsville. It is believed their busi- by the wave, were swept to their
and
to
task
over
go
`rieo'n- yesterday too busy to
may proably open an electrical sup- tant. The fire demon quic
the spick-span shape.
77:17 ness is connected with the purchase death. Others dashed against the
making
about
see
and
towhead
of
mass
a
elevator
to
big
vetted
the
ply house.
ameeseseT,,
up
give
of the Tennessee Central by the I. C. rails and other like obstructions, esthere
ashes and charred debries and' caused old .shantyboater over
Franchise Started Fight.
dead son, and permit
his
of
body
One
the
loss.
dollar
several
thousand
a
caped death, but many of them reFoul Play Suspected.
Pulaski, Tenn., F evera I days SIR HENRY IRVING,
of the advertising cars for the interment of same. They expect to
ceived severe injuries. One young
THE ACTOR, IS DEAD woman had both legs broken at the
while Coroner ag a fight was had between C. W.
Mrs John Flarrncling, the tailor, Ringling circus came near being go over Monday,
looking into the Me ers, of the Cumberland Telethigh and severid 'persons suffered
half Yetitreed from Louisville where burned, As it was standing on the rail Charles Crow is
..jr,4idon, Oct. 14.—The English- broken arms and ribs, while more
ph c office at Nashville, and Mr. J.
also.
matter
elethe
right
beside
sidetrack
road
he was called by the death of his
A. etluff, of the Alabama Independ- speaking world has suffered an ir- than a St(ire were bruised and batterbrother, Yardmaster Fred Harmel- vator, and was momentarily in danen Telephone company. The latter reparable loss by the sudden death ed.
Very Dull.
up
rushed
engine
a
switch
until
ger
ing of the..N. Pour railroad. Some
Business last night and this morn- is ying to get a franchise.to put in last night of Sir Henry Irving, who
think he Was skitt over accidentally and jerked the car out of harm's
ing was very dull with the police a s tern at Pulaski, where the Cum- was universally regarded as the most
and killed, whileothers suspect foul way.
his
force as they made only two arrests be nil now monopolizes the situa- representative English actor of con'MarshaltsfkNutt went on to
play, and think the.body was put on
morning at in the past twenty-four hours. Us- tion. In 'the aldermanic chamber temparary times.
the track and ground to pieces, to home in Mayfield this
Fir Henry died literally in harness.
ually of Saturday night things are Meyers was -urging 'the authorities
3:30 o'cleict.
allay suspieion. l/tS;
when
franchise,
a
quite
He was was giving a series of farenot to grant Zetluff
pretty lively, as pickings are
WILL
that
officers
well performances in the Englisle MR. M. M. BENTON
the
informed
latter
law.
the
the
of
minions
the
for
easy
Holds Both Services.
FOR
TOMORROW
COME
lam
performance
a
by
After
employed
Tdlachiniat. Ininfedonce
.
provinces.
was
he, Zetluff,
Rev. George W. Perryman, of
RECEPTION
the Cumberland people to do the night Sir Henry returned to his hoTwice at Once.
Knoxville, arrived here yesterday af11:30
at
rooms
to
Yriarhinist Athari ,VVieikert is suf- ternoon at 2 o'clock from iteckson,
his
try
reaching
does,
artel,
now
Meyers
was
colored,
dirty work
Charles Williams,
Archdeacon M. M Benton, of Lou'feting from a fearhilly mashed foot Tenn. Until his arrival it was not rested yesterday by Officers Cross keqp out competition. . Meyers struck o'clock, when it was observed that
'that got caueht underneath the huge known whether he would fill the pul- and Brennan on 'two warrants, one thef other with brass knucks in the he was in, great pain. Physicians isville, will arrive here tomorrow afwhile were immediately summoned, but ternoon to be present Monday even'frame f stri engine trutk
pit both morning and night today at charging him with obtaining money chdrnher and was fined $ro,
before they could arrive Sir Henry ing at the reception to be given by
other
$s.
fined
was
the
and
&fluff
After getting under false pretenses,
he was undecided.
the new
Mk. Meyers is well known here was seized with an attack of syncope Grace Episcopal church at
Paatur Returned.
here though, he found he could re- with petty larceny. It is claimed in
reception is for
The
house.
parish
minutes,
few
a
within
Manvisit
expired
to
comes
that
and
often
he
warrant,
where
Rev. W. W. Armstrong retairned main over and fill the pulpit this‘ev- the obtaining money
Bishop Woodcock who arrived at
•,1 Williams stole a lot of coal chisels, ager Joynes, of the old company.
without having uttered a word.
yesterday fro'fti Illentote,,Tenn., and ening also.
o'clock last evening, and is the
6:40
PoreSamuel
from
filled his pulpit morning and night
The ever increasing popularity and and other things
of.Rector David Wright while
guest
Business.
Not Heavy
Had A Scrap.
today at the -1'rimble:31feet Metho- esteem of the renowned divine was man, and sold them to Tkey Ackurthe,city until
He' will be
here.
of
dealer
hand
dist Church.
attested yesterday as he was con- man, the second
.
district
Tuesday.
retail
the
in
arbusiness
The
John Thomas, colored, was
stantly surrotuided by crowds of Kentucky avenue between Second
quite light, and the
Charles C. Moore, editor of the friends greeting him most cordially. and Third etreets. The other war- rested yesterday by Officers Johnson last night was
The official bulletin issued in Berrant acuses him of stealing a coat. add' Rogers on the charge of engag-' streets were nearly deserted before
Bluegrasq Blade, at Lexington, is
lin announces that no fresh cases of
criticalle ill, and little Cope is given - mt. Oscar L Gregory and wife yes vest and pair of pants, belonging to lug in a fight with another darky TO o'clotk. The merchants expeca, a
cholera had been reported.
snap.
cold
first
big rush with the
William Mack and Harvey Randall. named John Gaines.
.
terd, reprned from St. Louis.
'for his recovery.
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the Week in Social Circles.
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Nuptials Announced.
was
announcement
Yesterday
mad* that October 22nd, Miss Bennie
C. Sullivan and Mr. Victor H. Thomas of this city, wili be united in marriage at the Broadway Mkthodist
church. The ceremony occurs at
5:30 o'clock and will be officiated
over by Rev. T. J. Newell of that
congregation. Immediately after the
marriage the happy paid go to Wisconsin and other northern points on
their bridal tour of two weeks, returning from which they enter on
housekeeping.
The nuptials will be attended by
many friends of the contracting couple, as many invitations have been
issued, to friends of the well known
couple. The bride is the cultured and
attractive daughter of Mr. J. H. Sullivan. of 611 North Sixth street, and
a winsome young lady af bewitching
intitherisms.
"Mk, Thomas is the well known
manager for the local branch of the
fed P. Watson Piano Company, and
has made this city his home for about
eight years, during which time he
has-shown himself a sterling young
business man of qualities bound to
succeed. He is known most favorably to all who highly esteem both
he and his charming bride-to-be.
.1!Nte-Mo
Joined Federation.
At the meeting last Thursday afternoon of the Magazine club with
Miss Ethel Morrow at her home on
Broadway near Sixth streets, the literary ladies of that organization, decided to join the Federation of Wlomen's clubs for the United States. It
is quite a distinction to affiliate with
that national body, and the Magazine
club is the only organiaztion of its
character in this city to join same.
During Thursday's session the progranune for the year was outlined,
while reports from different periodicals were rendered by Miss Martha
Davis and Mesdames George _Flournoy Victor Voris and Robert B.
Phillips. Following the literary and
business sessions, a course luncheon
was partaken of.
October 26th., the next meeing of

the club ladies will be hekl with Mrs.
Robert B. Phillips at her country
home, Woodlawn, near Arcadia,
et-tirerEW*
Sans Souci Club.
Mrs. James
Friday afternoon
Campbell, Jr., was hostess for the
Sans Souci club which met at her
home on North Fourth street, and a
delightful re-union enjoyed by the
young ladies who are just now resuming their winter gatherings.
The club prize for the card game
was taken by Miss Hanle Hisey,
while to Miss Rella Coleman went
that for the visitor. After the cards,
lurid:icon was partaken of.
Combined Clubs.
Two clubs were charmingly entertained, at her hospitable country
home in Arcadia yesterday afternoon
by Iiiss Sarah _Sanders, the ,Faltre
Nous, and the Sans Souci bodies.
The combined meeting was one of
unusual jets .and pleasure to the
young folks who spent several happy hours in that spac'ous residence.
eiteLt4t*
Delphic Club.
"France During The Third Crusade" was the topic for discussion
Tuesday morning by the Delphic
club ladies at their meeting in the
Carnegie library at Ninth and Broadway. Reports were made by Miss
Ethel Morrow and Mrs. Annie Morrow.
The club meets weekly at their
quarters in the public building.
Miss Morrow's Quests.
Miss Ethel Morrow of Broadway
has the Sans Souci club as her guests
the coming Tuesday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock.
eft.W.

Horse Show German.
The German for Horse Show week
occurs Thursday evening at The Palmer, and will be one of the swellest
affairs of the season.
itasftetW*
Householder-Clements.
At 8:30 o'clock next Wednesday
evening Miss Elizabeth Householder
and 7iihr. Harry Clements will be nn-

Correct Fall Attire

ited in the bonds of holy wedlock,
at the home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Householder of
West Trimble street.
Rev. T. -J.
Newell of the Broadway .Methodist
church will perform the ceremony
which occurs in presence 44 the family and intimate friends only, the
nuptials being a quiet, home event
After the wedding the happy and
well known pair immediately repair
to Sixth and Clark streets where they
enter housekeeping in the Fayette
Jones residence which they have
leased in connection with Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Acker, latter sister of the
present bride.
aLsEL"-t"Wit
Robins-Gregory.
At 8:30 o'clock next Tuesday evening at the bride's home in Chicago,
there will be united in marriage Miss
Kate Nelson Robins and MT. Wijis
Leon Gregory. After the cerentony
the couple entertain with a bridal
reception.
The bride is most favorably and
well remembered in this city where
for years she resided, being the
daughter of Mr. W. N. Robins, the
queensware dealer, who removed
from here several years ago to the
Winday City.
Many invitations to the nuptiafs
have been received by Paducah
friends.
lstW-Fron
Bride Had Visited Here.
Wednesday of the past week, at
the home of the bride in Nashville,
Tenn., Miss Maud Logue and MT.
Stokiey Mierritt were united in marriage. The bride had visited Paducah as the guest of Mr. J. W. Gleaves
and family, Mr. Gleaves being tier
uncle by marriage. A most charming lady she made friends who still
remember her favorably. Mr. Merritt is a son of Judge Merritt, of
Nashville, and a young man of much
have gone to
worth. The couple
New Orleans to reside that being the
groom's home at present.
*MtWee
Progressive Cinch.
Miss Anna Wells, of South Third
street, entertained with a most delightful progressive cinch party Friday evening at her home, and a
happy time was spent by the many
,guests partaking of her hospitality.
During the card game Miss Gussie
Herring captured the ladies prize of
a beautiful string 'of beads, while to
Miss Jessie Rooks went the booby of
a small and cute deck of cards. Mr.
Rolla Wilson captured the gentleman's gift of a box of cigars.
Before adjournment those there
were served with an elegant repast,
consisting of many delicacies.
Additional Society on Page Ten.

THERE IS ABSOLUTE STYLE SECURITY IN BUYING HERE.
OUR FASHIONS ARE AUTHENTIC FOR FIFTEN YEARS SWELDOM HAS LOOKED TO US FOR THEIR SMARTEST RAIMENT
THAT WE HAVE FULLY LIVED UP TO THESE EXPECTATIONS
IN SHOWN BY THE GROWING PATRONAGE AND CONFIDENCE
BESTOWED US
TO MERIT THIS APPROVAL WE HAVE HAD
TO "MAKE GOOD."
SUPT. BILLINGTON
HEARD
FROM 1MANY OF THE
DISTRICTS.

NEW STREETS

Tailored Cloth Suits

Stunning Coats

16 75, tea
attention
is directed In Several Three Trustees Had to
Your especial
Be Chosen, in Other Two, and
to our showing in coats at the prices
the Remainder One.
Black and colors,
named above.
Scotch tweeds, mixtures and overplaids
Raincoats in full length,
Superintendent Samuel J. Billinglight weight materials. will be found
at these prices also
They are not ton of the county schools has reonly dressy, but exceedingly practical. ceived reports fri at a number of the
county school districts, showing
what trustees were elected for the
ensuing three years. Fifteen districts he heard from held elections,
The Comforts and Blankets on sale are full size, full weight and sani- while -four did not.
The cotton and wool from which they are made have gone
tarily pure
There are three trustees for each
through a special sanitary process which removes all unhealthy burrs county school district, arid they have
Don't delay buying any longer; our little prices tell you supervision of the respective school
and stickers
Each trustee serves for three_ years,
Besides the weather is too uncertain and you risk having a doctor's
this
but they are elected in such a manbill to pay
ner that the term of one expires
every
October, when he is elected,
BIG SIZE WHITE BLANKET
GOOD SIZE COTTON BLANKET
or his successor, for three more
Good
heavy
with
quality;
fancy
made
In tan, white and gray. the quality
colored borders; special price for this years.
The reports from
is exceptionally good for the price sale, per pair
the districts
$1.00 show
that the following were elected
quoted; the pair
65c
EXTRA HEAVY GRAY
for three years each:
HEAVY WHITE BLANKETS
BLANKET.
District No. t8—Flardy Hough.
Made with fancy colored borders; This Blanket is full size, and is a
District No.
—L.2
W. Tilford.
District No. 28—Warren Wedd.
extra heavy quality; full rr-4 size; mixture of cotton and wiil; sale price.
$1.25 District No. 31—Frank Simpson.
per pair
$1.25 per pair
District No. 42-1. D. Coffee.
HOME-MADE
COMFORT
BLANKETS
ALL-WOOL
District No. 3—R. J. Chapple.
Extra large size; filled with pure
In red and gray; extra good weight; white carded
District No. 24—Isaac Frazier.
cotton, ailkoline lined;
District No—it—X. L. Fisher.
xi-4 full size; per pair
$4.50 special price
$2 25 District
No. 40—S. C. Vrookshire
District No. 26—J. S. Tomlinson.
Specials in Ladies' and Children's
Specials in ladies' and children's
In No. 7 district some vacancies
existed and A. T. Wood was elected
for one year, L. T. Polk for two
LADIES' FLEECE-LINED VESTS LADIES' FLEECE-LINED HOSE. years and N .W. Wilkins for three
years. As•vesuit of vacancies E. JarExtra size Bleached Fleece-Lined Extra heavy
quality; fast black; boe was elected for three years in
Vests; French and band pants to
match; sale price, a garment, . 59t made in all sizes; the pair .... 25e district NO. 4, and A. M. Spitzer for
two years. For the same reason R
CHILDREN'S UNION SUITS
INFANTS' ALL-WOOL HOSE
Extra quality, button down the front; Cashmere hose; made with silk heels B. Penn was elected for 3 years in
drop seat; Monday's sale price 50e and toes, in black, white, pink and district No. 27 and James Russell for
one year. In district No. 23 C. P.
LADIES' FLEECE-LINED VESTS blue, a pair
25e Mbeock was elected for 3 years and
Extra size, Peeler Cotton Fleece-lined
Vests; nicely trimmed; French band ATTRACTIVE DISPLAY OF AU- George Duncan for 2 years, vacancies existing there also.
TUMN'S IMPORTED PATPants to match; price . .
The superintendent got a report
TERN HATS
CHILDREN'S UNION SUITS.
that no election was held in districts
All wool; button across the front;
The designs shown are entirely exdrop seat; natural gray . $1,00 clusive. and portray the correct fash- Nos. 36, 33, 34 and 8. Where no elections are held by the residents of
LADIES' UNOIN SUITS
ions for Fall and Winter wear.
these
respective districts, the counExtra fine Peeler Cotton Fleece lined
Ready-to-wear Hat,
Children's
and medium weight Union Suits; Hats. Hats trimmed to order by Mrs. ty superintendent makes the appointment of trustee, but he cannot do
hand trimmed; sale price . $1,00 Clark (second floor.)
this until after next July, therefore
the old ones hold until then.
$12 so, $18 50. $20. $30, $35
In the above prices we have
brought forward what is undoubtedly
the handsomest collection ever shown
Not a garment
under one roof
among them that is not full of style,
perfectly tailored and of the most approved material

$11 50,

Comforts and Blankets

Underwear

Hosiery

50e.

B. Ogilvie & Co.
Agents for

Butterick Patterns.

New Boarding House.

Mrs. F. J. McElwee has rented
the Atkins home at No. 3t4 North
Sixth street and will keep a few
boarders. This is a centrally located
and most desirable place in every
way.

THE CITY WINS
JUDGE SANDERS UPHELD THE
CONSTRUCTION ORDINANCE YESTERDAY.

Telephone Company Fined $,5 For
Violating Same—Petty Larceny
Cases Disposed of

In the police couri yesterday
morning Judge Sandefi4 decided in
favor of the city in the warrant gotten out against the East Tennessee
Telephone company, charging it with
digging up Kentucky avenue around k
Fourth street, without first getting a
permit from' the city engineer, like ,
prescribed by prevailing ordinances
adopted by the municipality, which
provides that no concern or individual can excavate the public highways
without permission from the public
authorities. In deciding the matter
the judge assessed a fine of $25 and
costs against the telephone company.
but then set the judgment aside, so
as to wait until there is decided the
suit filed last week in the circuit
court by the city solicitor, for the
purpose of "ousting" the telephone
company from this city, on the
ground that it has no municipal franchise entitling it to do business
here.
Charles Wheeler, employed by the
telephone company as lawyer, claim- t
ed in the police court that the tele-1
phone company had a right to dig,
up the streets on the permit granted I
by the board of works, but Judgel
Sanders
decides the legislative
boards are the ones, to grant this
permistion, and not the board of
works.
Other Cases.
The judge in the court held Will
Jackson over to the grand juty on
the charge of petty larceny.
Annie Brewer, colored, was acquitted of the charge of stealing a cloak
from Hannah Rowland.

If you contemplate remodeling
your present home now or in the
near future, you should study the
subject of Plumbing.
A little knowledge on the subject will
be beneficial to you in the selection of the
best material and fixtures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
If you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive literature on modern sanitstion and will show you the samples of
irdaidied• Ware we have in our showrooms.
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ED. HANNAN,Plumber.
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Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert 'workman? If you do take
it to

frott
mi!t.
1 t
It

'John 3. Bleich, jeweler.
224 Broadway,
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Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133.

MOVED HIS COURT
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JUSTICE
GHOLSON
TRIED
MORRIS IN THE CITY
YESTERDAY.

THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paductith, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $11550:34ao

Young Man Held to the Grand July
For Stabbing Herbert Foster
Last Sunday Night

ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM
Justice F. F. Gholson yesterday
N.
W.
VAN
CULIN
CASHIER.
moved his court from the magisterial
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
district down in the county to the
county courtroom at the courthouse per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fires
on South Sixth street ,for the purpose of trying the . case charging proof vault for rent at $3 to lito per year as to size. Ycu carry your OW111
William Mlorris with stabbing Her- key and no one but yourself has access.
bert Foster at the Methodist church
of the Nflassac neighborhood last
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
Sunday night The accused has been
in the county jail here since last
Monday morning, and rather than
have him and the sheriff to make the
king trip down to the magistrate's
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
regular place of holding court twelve
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHI Mt UPON EXPOSmiles in the county, the justice just
URE AND THEN RETAINS MS W:::TUNESS; does not bedecided to try the case here in the
come dark and discolored.
City.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
As a result of the hearing Morris
was held to the m'and jury. on the
charge of malicious cutting and hir
bond fixed at S3oo. Being unable to
SOLE AGENT, retoo TRIM Bl.E ST., PADUCAH, KY.
execute bail to insure his appearance at the December term of criminal' court when the grand jury convenes. the young mart was sent hack
to jail where he now is, and will have
to remain until that time.
Last Sunday night at the country
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
church Morris started to enter the
building, when Foster blocked the
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
way. They had a quarrel and the
accused pulled his knife with which management for guests at the
he stabbed the other, but did not inFAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
flict a dangerous wound, as Foster
was able to be at the trial yesterVery best accommodations at reasonable rates
day. Both are about 21 years of
age.
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GREEN RIVER STONE

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works

HE
a.

New Century Hotel

CUE
Skin

Price Bros.& CO..

Dawson:Springs, Kentucky.

GET AGREEMENT

•

Paducah Transfer Company

CITY ATTORNEY WANTS COW
CASE ADVANCED ON THE
DOCKET.

(Incorporate!)

City Attorney Thomas B. Harrison
Aated yesterday that he believed he
would this week get an agreement
from S. P. Ragsdale and the other
convicted cow owners of this city, to
advance upon the docket of the court
of appeals at Frankfort, the proceeding wherein is being tested the municipal ordinance adopted by the city
authorities of this place, and which
measure prohibits members of the
bovine family from roaming at large
on the public highways. The cow
of Mr. Ragsdale and others got
caught and the owners were warranted, but in the police court Judge Sanders decided the ordinance no good
and acquitted the cow owners. The
city attorney now appeals the matter
to the highest court in the state, hut
cannot advance same on the docket
to get an immediate hearing unless
Ragsdale and others agree to this.
Mr. Harrison believes he will get an
agreement to that effect this week.

General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for
Office
Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monroe '
And Household Goods.
Both 'Phones ii

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-

Campbell [Mock..
Office Phone 369.

-

-

Residence Phone 726

ISubscribe For The Register
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WANT NEW ROAD COTTON MILL

FEEL GRATEFUL

JUDGE LIGHTFOOT CONFERR- COMMERCIAL
CLUB
HAS THIRD STREET METHODIST
ING WITH RAILROAD
PROPOSITION TO ESTABPEOPLE EXTEND THANK4,
OFFICIALS.
LIST ONE HERE.
TO ALL.
If Switch is Put on Cairo Division Interested Parties Are Invited to
Rev. Peter Fields Will This Morning
Near Woodville Gravel Can
Call Upon Sec. Coons to Secure
Commence His Revival Meeting
Be Gotten Down There.
Further Information.
Under the Tent.

rennoxi

Five Hundred

441 14

411 1•

Brussels Net and Nottingham Lace Curtains, the latest designs, 3x3 1-2 yards long, extra wide,
in price from 65c to $1.50 a pair. These ranging
curtains
we purchased at a great sacrifice from an impo
retiring from business and decided to offer therrter
SPECIAL SALE AT 65c ON THE DOLLAR. nTat
This sale will commence on Monday, Oct. 16, and
continue until Saturday night, October 21.
These curtains are on exhibition. Every one invited to inspect them.

Judge Lightfoot and the other
One of the most golden opportuniRev. Peter Felds, of the Third
county authorities are negotiating ties ever presenting itself to the peoStreet Methodist church, yesterday
with the Illinois Central railroad of- ple of the city is the present one of
stated that he and his wife person.411
ficials in order to see if the latter procuring a fine cotton mill for this
ally, and their congregation colleccannot be gotten to run a spur track place, the owners of the industry tively,
desired to extend to the pubout from their main line where it wanting to locate here and have taklic in general their most heartfelt
passes closest to Woodville, so cars en up a correspondence with Secthanks for the grand assistance given
of gravel can be set off onto same, retary D. W. Coons, of the Commer- them
in making Friday night's "New
the material to_be used in graveling cial club, who will not divulge the Englan
d Supper" such an
overthe Woodville road for a distance of names and present location of the whelmi
ng and gratifying success,
seven miles. The judge hopes to be owners, for deaf it will militate
the underneath the huge tent at Sixth
successful at this and will try his effort to be put_forth to secure the and
Husbands streets where this
-best to gef the railioad people 'o mill for this city. Every surroun
d- divine will this morning commence
do as desired.
ing city when they see Paducah is his series of revival meeting
s that
Woodville sits way down in the after something good bends its every will be continued
for several weeks.
county many miles from ally gravel effort to induce the capitalists to lo- 'ft seemed as if everyb
ody lent their
pits from whence supplies'
,could be cate at those places whatever in- most laubable efforts to make the
gotten for improvement of the seven dustry is in the field for procurance. gathering a success, and
they acmiles of road. The location of the
In correspondence with the secre- complished, their ends so well the
little village and county road makes tary the outsiders say they will put congregation and -pasto
r feel duty
It entirely too far to haul gravel up a cotton mill here, provided Pa- bound to thank them
all, both in200 Ladies' Dress and Walking
there from the nearest pit, as a wa- ducah will furnish ao per cent, of the dividually and collecti
vely.
54 inch wide extra fine quality
gon could not make more than one stock, the remaining 6o per cent they
Rev. Fields wil this morning at
Skirts,
all
this
season'
s
goods,
Scotch
Worsted,. strictly all wool.
will
be
or two round - trips each day. The want to retain so as to have the ac- ii o'clock start his
protracted meetworth
anywhe
railroad runs a mile or so from ,where tive management and control of the ing underneath the tent,
re $x.50, this
offered in this sale for half price to
and preach
there lays the country road to be plant. They say that they do not again this evening. He
sale
will be as750
close them out
improved, but there is no side track care how large a mill the Paducah sisted by the balance
of the MethoWe
will offer 25 pieces of new style
on which cars of gravel could be people want, $too,000 or $5oo.000, dist ministers of this city
and stated
200 Misses' and Children's Cloaks
placed.
and that if the latter is desired they yesterday that as yet he had not fulSuiting's. 36 inches wide, used for chilThe idea of the judge is to get will put up $300,000. and let local ly decided whether to hold services
dren's school dresses and ladies' suits.
and Reefers will be disposed of in
a side track placed down there by capitaasts take the balance.
during the dayfime upon week days.
in this sale, per yard,
The mill owners are very desirous He will each sermon make announcethe railroad, and then have shipped
this sale from
$2 50
for
4i
9, 12.15c
oat to that point in cars, the grave1 of coming here, their representative ments for the ensuing service. He is
-.•Oe
which' could he switched over onto believing that the shipping facilities one of the strongest and most force5 pieces 58 inch turkey red Table
150 Ladies' new style Jackets, 27
the desired. siding out of way of the of This town are unsurpassed , for ful workers of brain in the city, and
Damask, slightly water stained, price
•I.
inches long, black and all colors, with
main line up and down which the their tipsiness.
The Commercial hopes to repeat under the tent the
for this week, per yard .... 12L/20
trains pass. The gravel could then* club will take the matter up right commendable sucess at1ainid by his
satin and mercerized lining, each
be hauled from this siding to the away and see what can be done for revivals at the Third street church
2 pieces 58 inch wide German
county road a mile Or two distant.
them.
building last spring when such a
from
Table ,Linen. dice pattern, guaranteed
$295
to
$4
50
A letter from Mr. Coons about the huge number of conversions and
There is a stretch of road seven
pure linen and extra heavy, slightly
miles long leading out of Wood4 matter is as follows:
reclamations were effected.
25 Ladies' and Misses' latest style
water stained, to close out, per
vile, and if graveled it wilt run the To the business men and others of
coats, 42 and 45 inches in length,
Paducah who desire to see the
yard
improvement clear up to the line
25t
dividing this country from BaltarZl • City's business interest built up:
all colors, satin lined to
5
pieces
6o
inch
Bleache
Table
d
Gentlemen: I submit herewith a
county. It will cost many hundreds
Damask, select patterns, highly merof dollars to gravel the stretch, but copy of a letter received today in
$500to $7.75
once done it gives the farmers of the hope that it will meet the eye
cerized, per yard
25c
that vicinity an exceRent roadway of some one who will come to our COUNTY SCHOOL TEACHERS
54 inch wide Scotch Mixture Dress
•1 19
h00 Ladies' ready-to-wear fine
headqua
rters and investigate the
the year around. At present the old
GOT THEIR FIRST
Knit Cling Petticoats. pricescut half.
Goods, of superior quality, well worth
dirt road down there gets impassable proposition and offer any suggesMONEY.
each
tions
nearly during the bad wintry months.
or encouragement they may
39, 49. 65. 85e
$1 a yard, at this sale
49(
The idea of the county officials is choose to the end that the CommerLOOK
IN OUR SHOW WINDOW.
a good one though expensive, but the cial club may be able to make a fit- Prof. Marvin Ragsdal
e and His Brojudge believes the benefits to occur ting response to the letter which
ther Preparing to Move to City
from an improved highway 'would follows:
For Winter.
more than offset the money expend- To D. W. Coons, Paducah, Ky.
T
Dear Sir: We take the liberty to
ed
remind you that Paducah is able to
•
Tbe teachers of the public schools
In a saloon broil in Memphis, Al and should have a cotton mill and out in the county
yesterday receivWalters, a local gambler. was shot trust that you have not overlooked ed their first money
since the schools
•19
and killed by John Gill, a bartender this matter.
all took up. Their salary was gotlimines
s
has
been
going
very
1
formerly of Nashville. Gill was arten from the state superintendent of
rested
The men had previOusly smoothly of late and we suggest that pubhc instruction, who
sent down
this is an opportune time for your
quarreled. '
•
\‘161(
. (t-\
(!)
•
•
citizens to secure inductries of this from Frankfort $2,577.77 which was
distribu
ted
amongs
t the teachers,
nature.
New York police say they have in
y Superintendent
We are glad to note that you are who were paid
-4-+++44-1-1-1+ t++++++1+4+1++--1-i'4-+-{-$-+++4 IIH lilt
the person of a saloonkeeper arrestI P P ii P I--1-1-J-1••
making progress in the line of se- Samuel J. Billington at the latter's
-%1
ed there captured the head of the nocuring ner industries and lidding to office in the county courthouse.
4Iackhand baud of murderers,
Miss Mary Draffen teaches the
who have several marders charged those already established, but if you
school six miles from this city on the
had
one
good
substan
cotton
tial
mill
against them.
it would not only add greatly to the Cairo pike, but she did not come in
S present prosperity of your city but yesterday for her salary, therefore
would, in our mind, be the nucleus Superintendent Billington does not
of a thriving industry in that local- know whether she has fully arranged
to tomorrow resume her school
ity.
Wit have every facility for organiz: which was dismissed two weeks ago
ing, financing and. ouilding cotton because of scarlet fever.
and woolen mills and when you are
Professor Mitrvin Ragsdale is preready to proceed with this matter we paring to move his family in from
would be greatly favored to hear the Lone Oak section of the county,
from you,
and board here in the city this winYours sincerely. "
ter. He resigned his place of superIt is proper to explain that this intendent of the county schools, to
letter is from eminently responsible accept the principalship of the Mcpeople in the East, who have for Kinley building for the city schools
We are making improvements all the time, believin
g the people appreciate live, wide-awake methods
some months been endeavoring to in Mechanicsburg.
.
Mr. Ragsdale
We know the requirements of the Paducah trade and
get some interest awakened in Padu- will not go to housekeeping in town,
know they require a greater variety and more goods
cah with a view of establishing a because he has a deal on for some
than ever before. We have too different kinds of
stoves. Sell them all, too. That shows the
large cotton mill in our city, and I property in the rural districts.
diversity
earnestly appeal to anyone that may
Professor Joe Ragsdale is prepar;
of tastes and wants. We take it for granted you
have
visited
our
store; if you have not then do so and
notice this letter to come to our ing to come to town for the winter
be in line with the majority. Just as soon as we can
headquarters and talk it over with also, he being a resident of the Lone
spare the time we will make a lot of changes that
U'.
Oak section too.
will fill a want here in Paducah. We will tell
you about it later.
"I herewith write out in full the beYours very truly,
•I
ginning and end of that terrible disease
Mr. A. R. Grouse now has charge of our retail
D. W. COONS, Sect
department and his motto is, "Double our busines
eczema," says Mrs. Wm. Ryer, Elk
s ,
the
first
year."
Mr. Grouse is known to a large number of
River, _Minn.,"which caused my babe
CREDITING BOOKS.
Paducahans and will Oise his personal atuntold suffering and myself many
tention to the waists of our trade. Courteous
treatment, the best goods, quick service and the
sleepless nights. My babe was born Sheriff Potter Crediting
most for
All Who MR. LLOYD SANDERS LOST
•
the money. will secure us the trade
seemingly a fair, healthy child, but
We
solicit
YOUR
patrona
ge.
Have Paid Taxes.
WIFE AND CHILD IN FEW
when she wu three weeks old a swell.
DAYS.
ing appeared on the back of her head,
Yesterday Sheriff Lee Potter and
and in course of time broke. It did his deputie
s finished crediting on
not heal but grew worse, and the sore their books everyb
ody who has paid Mrs. A. J. Decker Called to Columfrom the size of a dime to that their county and state taxes
bus, Ohio. on Account of the
thus far.
dollar. I used all kinds of remeOrir
Death of Her Sister.
dies that I could think of, but nothing This work was taken up a few days
seemed to help; in fact, it grew worse. ago and just completed. Now the
Her hair fell out where the sore was, force has time and will commence
and I feared it would never grow again. oiaking out the delinquent list as
Bereft of two loved ones in the
IItcontinued until my aged father same quickly as poasibla
:-++++++++++4-H-f-++++++-:: ++++O ::
past few days has been the lot of Mt-.
: :::
on a visit, and when he saw the baby
Lloyd Sanders, of the cooperage
he told me to get Cuticura Soap and
Everything Ready.
works in Mechanicsburg. He is now where she was called by the death of
N.' Ointment right away.
mourning the loss of his beloved her sister, Mks. J. W. McCord, who
"To please him I did so, and to my
Chief Deputy William Kidd, of the wife, Mks.
surprise by their use the sore began to
Dora Sanders, who died expired there Friday night. The deover, the hair grew over it, and circuit clerk's office, yesterday finish- yesterday afternoon at a o'clock
af- ceased had visited here quite often
to-day she has a nice head of hair, her ed the docket and other documents, ter a short illness
with
puerpur
al and her demise will be deeply deskin is as fair as a lily, and she has no and now has everything ready for the
fever. Only a few days ago the plored. by many Paducah friends.
scar left to recall that awful sore, and fall term of civil court
which Judge father buried his infant child.
it is over eight months and no sign of Reed will conven
e tomorrow mornIts returning."
Mrs. Sandefs was twenty three
ing for an eight weeks' session. The years
Child Died.
of age and together with her
first week is devote/ by the judge to husband
Yesterday the little girl baby of
they came here only two
naming the dates on which cases will weeks
ago from Mississippi, he hav- bOr. D. A. Whitt died of stomach
"Your letter of the Toth inst. re. be heard, while the second Monday ing procured
employment at the big trouble at their home in the- Tyler
calved, asking in regard to the cure of he empanels the jury to try the difsection of the county. The body will
cooperage works.
my baby some six years ago. Well, fenertt actions.
today be interred at the Bonds cemeThe
funeral
service
s
will
disease
be held
the
has never returned to her
this morning at to o'clock at the tery.
head which at that time was a solid
Ten
passeng
ers
of
the steamship residence over the remains of Mrs.
sore on top and down the back."
MRS. Wu. Rvita, Ink River, Minn. Campania were seriously injured and Sanders, followed with interment in
The Ohio Valley Improvement con
eighteen more painfully hurt off Naa Oak Grove
Pub. 25, 1903.
cemeter
vention
y.
is to meet next month at
aw rid.
soil
Ramol•ol:t tucket last Wednesday .by an inrusn
Cairo.
The people of the Egyptian
of a terrific sea. The fact only beS•u••
Sister Diet!.
city
are
making preparations to en
corm, known whew the Campania enRye.
Mrs. A. J. 'Decker this morning at tertain the convention in
is Olt.
a hospitable ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST COPY-RIGHT NOVELS. ALL THE
tered New York port yesterday. .
I '40 '
o clock left for Columbus, Ohio, way.
BRIGHTEST SONGS AND INSTRUME
NTAL "HITS."

75e to

TEACHERS PAID
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Dryfuss

Brother

306 BROADWAY.

We are Not in favor of Letting Well enough alone When
Chat Well enough Can Be
Improved Upon

HEAD SOLID SORE

rks

I

Awful Suffering of Baby and
Sleepless Nights of
Mother.

CURED BY CUTICURA.

new

Skin Fair as a Lily with no Scar
to Recall Awful Sore
Writes Mother.

MOTHER DIED

cky.

ny
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Scott Dardware Company

Sign of Big Hatchet

422-424 Broadway

O
BOOKS AND MUSIC
CALL ON

CURE PERMANENT

726

'or

D. E. WILSON

Harbour's Department Store
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ANNIONNO

draw a salary from the public treas- Worth more than a great fortune '
ury, or he IS hired by party leaders The ignorant man, ever so rich, goes
or certain interests to go about the through life badly handicapped. 1-1,
lives in a narrow world, understahdstreet, -crying out "Stand by the
PUBLISHED BY THE
inw little of what he sees or bears.
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO., party." To stand by the party often and with no appreciation of any but
(Incorporated)
means to vote for men who have the grosser things that are preschtAt Register Building, 523 Broadway.
been nominated for the express pur- ed to his view, but it is false teaching that a finished education is a
pose of serving outside interests and
requisite to the acquisition of wealth.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
not to serve the people, and it is sur- On the other hand, a man of bookith
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. prising to see how easily the average inclination is not so likely to be Well GERMANY WILL TAKE
ON SELF-DEFENSE.
citizen is gulled into voting against fitted for business tpulesuith or te
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- his own interests, and by his vote to develop the talent necessary for the
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. put in office men who are antagonis- rough and tumble fight required in
Satisfied After Having Reviewed the
the acquisition of dollars.
tic tb everything that has for its obFacts That Escape From War
But Prof. Nathaniel Butler seems
Terms to Subscribers.
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interests
and
welfare
the
ject
to
we
teach
Was Close.
that
are
to
have
more
no
$5.00
Year
One
In the article that will be Ben Franklins, Andrew Jacksons and
2.50 people
Six Months
Three Months
1.25 published in next Sunday's Regiter, Abraham Lincolns. That is a vain
and,Nimpotegr con'cluste which the GREAT BRITAIN'S NAVY
.to the whole scheme will be m'ade
One Week
so bright and vigoroue W,rican
tr
youth
NOT A BUGBEAR
Anyone failing to receive this paper plain that the reader will be con- struggling under povresr , anct ativerse
regulraly should report the matter ta vinced of the truth of what we say. conditions will continbh
ove.
There are really no self-mid
en.
The Register office at once. Tele14.-The disclosures
The strength of the Weaver fight Their term is inapt. Go4 makesithem in France of
phone Cumberland 318.
alleged British offers of
to reform Philadelphia municipal af- all. but he endows some with.koali- alliance against Genitally are so thor
WE ARE MAKING A SPECIAL EFFORT ON A -COMPLETE
ties of mind and character theth ad- oughly
fairs is best shown in the fact that
believed here that the powerLINE OF LADIES' FLANNELETTE UNDERWEAR. IT IS OUR
versity serves to strengthen nether ful
naval league, with its 600,030 mern
of all'the papers there, whether dem- than to dwarf. The collegian
will
INTENTION TO SAVE THE LADIES A GREAT DEAL OF SEWocratic or republican, only one re- continue to encounter these menhand hers, and all the apparatus of agitation, is already moving for a new nay
ING BY OFFERING READY-MADE UNDERWEAR THAT IS WELL
publican paper dares oppose the re- sometimes be vanquished by the in al program
that shall further increase
form. movement. It will take the the future as he has been ierche Germany's
defensive
resources MADE IN EVERY DETAIL AND OF THE VERY BEST QUALITY
Sunday Morning, Oct as. 1905.
against Great Britain.
most outrageous theh of an election past.
AVAILABLE AT THE PRICE.
.If a higher standard of intellistence
Popular distrust of Great Britain
ever known in corrupt Philadelphia is required now than formerlkz
the has naturally
THE PRICES
'
. WILL SURPRISE YOU-LOOK IT OVER
swollen to great profor. the "Machine" to win against the compensation to the poor boy co4es
"Working" the Good People.
portions and the semi-official denials
great Weaver move, if it can win in the fact that it is more east of
in London can scarcely overcome the
Some of the republican nominees even under any conditions at all.
acquisition. This is an era of abundconvictions
now formed that Gerant. and cheap reading mattegh of
are a little sore over1/4 the result of the
many had a narrow escape from a
registration two weeks ago when the
If Vardaman from Mississippi, Jeff lectures and of easy traveling . facil- war in which, although she would
number of republicans registering Davis from Arkansas and John Tem- ities. A boy of bright mind, .who have been victorious on land, would
will read, listen and observe, ha; the
LADIES' FLANNELETTE
was ao per cent less than the number ple Graves from Georgia succeed in opportunities for learning a great have resulted in her being crushed at
PINK AND BLUE SKIRTS IN
that registered on the first day in breaking into the United States sen- deal outside of the schools and col- sea and damaged along the coast with ROBES IN EXTRA SIZES WITH SOLID COLORS AT 39c EACH.
the consequent destruction of her PINK AND BLUE STRIPE, AT
1904. It is beginrring to dawn upon ate, as they are now striving to do, leges. A boy with access to the pub- over-commerce.
GREY STRIPED SKIRTS AT soc
79c EACH.
lic
schoo)s, such as every city and
some of the nominees that what The Pitchfork Tillman. will have to look
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WITH
NEAT
most
of
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Register said about the republican to his laurele if he would keep his
have silenced the opponents of a nav- STRIPES IN PINK AND BLUE,
country now afford, with free librarFANCY STRIPED SKIRTS IN
leaders is true. In brief it is this- reputation. The trio of named sena- ies in his easy reach and newspapers al increase except the socialists and AT 75c EACH-REGULA? SIZES.
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the Fither-Farley-Paxton gang is for torial aspirants have forked and ven- and magazines to be had for a imall radicals.
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While time and money beyond Ger
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cratic nominees who have heretofore on the slightest provocation like they ing process with far lee% diMcelty to equal Great Britain's present navy. COLLARS, AT 58c EACH
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than did Franklin, Jackson or, LinA VERY PRETTY ROBE WITH
not to speak of her future buildings,
been entirely too friemily to certain were geared with electricity.
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face of those who are denied decided to introduce in the Reichstag
ating a ticket and then laid_down b; New York legielative investigating the privilege., The so-called self-made a measure subStituting large for IN FANCY PINK AND BLUE AT 4c EACH
failing to get the republicans to reg- •mmittee. If it develops that he man is likely to be in evidenceln the small cruisers in the authorized naval soc'EACH.
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program. Whether the government
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ROBES TRIMMED WITH MEout a good ticket and then failing to "the big three."
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STRIPED
COLORS AND ROSETTS CAN THIS IS A BEAUTY.
get the negroes to registers the reROBES
IN
PINK
AND
BLUE,
AT
It has alwlys been thought by the
BE PROCURED FROM THE
SOLID
PINK
publion gang figures to shut out the patrons
AND
BLUE soc EACH.
of the linsuranee companies MR. SAM SKINNER BEE
COMMITTEE.
ROBES AT 9fic EACH.
independent ticket and at the same that
they were paying their premiums
THESE GARMENTS ARE ALL
GING SQUIRRELS IN
FANCY PINK AND
BLUE
time to insure the re-election of the
to insure their lives, but the investiROBES AT $sc EACH
LARD.
MADE FULL SIZE.
corporation. representatives to the
The People to Enter the Driving
gation going on in New York just
Contest Have Been Given
general council. But suppo-e the
now would indicate that these premTheir Numbers.
ppTe should conclude to put out an ium
Messrs
Hubey,
Sherrill
Walston
and
-payers were putting up their
Returned
From Turner's Lake
independent ticket anyhow, then there
money largely if not exclusively to
-chicken Fight on Boas-d.
would be some tall hustling and the fatten
the purses of the presiderts
All those desiring rosettes and colgang forced to /show their hands. It of
ors for the coming Horse Show are
the companies :and make their
is true that the states/sten from Mefamilies rich. This has atleast been
M. Samuel Skinner returned yes- requested to call upon Mesdames
chanicsburg has been nominated 'Tor proven
terday
from Ballard county where be Cook Husbands and Charles E. Rich
the result.
the legislature, belt that is all he exhas been the past week or ten days ardson, who are chairman of the
The theatrical world has lost about on a big hunt with friends of that committees that have this feature in
pechtlio get at this time, with a pros
charge, and will see that everyone is
its
greatest /stars of the present day. section. Squirrel hunting is setting
peelof a place at the federal pie
pretty
good down there, as many properly supplied.
counter in the future. When Captain Sir Henry Irving, the noted Enhlish were
Arrangements continue being made
bagged by the sportsmen, one
Ed Farley was in the city council actor, died suddenly Friday night af- day they getting about fifty. Pros- daily for the entertainment which
for one term only; he was the main ter a performance in Bradford. He pects are that hunting
that line commences next Wednesday and
will
pretty
was
good
be
this wintee, as lasts for four days. Although the
sixty-seven yeaes of age and notstay of the corporations and the recinitial event of this character ever
ex -cise the rrea
the
supply
is
Plentiful
already.
ed
in America as well as in England.
ords will,show that he was the leader
given here, prospects are for one of
care in selectirg our cut
in all that pertained to their interthe most successful affairs ever pullConseUnthtly our display
Stick a pin in the•democratic pa: ti
Anoaser Party Back.
..ests in matters that came up at that
off in the city of Paftucah.
ed
7- i ghest :zts.nidard. We aim to
Maasrs William liubey, 'James
per which is advocating the constino
Yesterday the propef committee
.time, and so repugnant was his recocrfectiou in tolor; brilliant ininiu; a:ustutional amendment to annul the se- Sherrill and Lee Walston returned assigned the numbers to the follow•
yesterday morning from Turner's
ord to the people of Paducah that
tic and exclusive designs.
cret ballot and return to viva
ing parties who will drive, the numvoce
lake,
where
they
have been since last
Our present stock cannot be exce!k-d.
when he made the race for mayor at
voting and yeu set to howling a fol- Sunday with a fishing and hunting bers indicating- who leads, and how
the close of his one term, he was decome:
following
those
lower of the state "machine." Take crowd that had fine sport and gathPres. Phillips.
feated by 8o8 votes, the worst defeat
a jab and sec if this is not correct. ered much game.
4, M. Friedman.
ever received by a candidate ifor
-se
2. Mr. Tulley.
.mayor in this city. Those who have
Quarantines will fall `fast and
Big Fighting Main.
3. Mk. Garber.
It is understood that on Thanksbeen duped by the republican leaders thick this week in the South, (rest or
a. Mir. Glauber.
giving Day ae big chicken fight will
into accepting a place on the repub- no frost.
5. Mrs. Laura Fowler.
be given across the river from here
lican ticket should have sense enough
6. Mrs. James Rudy.
over in Illinois, by Paducah cock
Self- Made Men.
7. Mrs. 0. L. Gregory.
to know when they are up against a
owners, and parties from Craneyville,
Ntr. Coons or MT. Franks will give
8.
Mrs. T. C. Leech.
skin game. The republican party in
them their entry tickets and it is
Ky., and other points. The promot(Washington Banner.)
9. Miss Emma Reed.
hoped all will come forward as
Prof. Natheniel Butler of the Uni- ers are going about their arrangePaducah is split and has been in that
so. Jiirs. Wm. Hughes.
quickly as possible so as to prevent a
condition ever i•ince Fisher and his versity of Chicago, who has been ments with much quietude, which is
It. Mks.,W. A. Gardner.
St. Louis and Tennessee River Packrush.
r gang came into power-they know acting in the work called "University necessitated because the 'authorities
12. Mks. J. V. Voris
Dr. Garber had three of the fine et company-the cheapest and best
Extension," said recently, in an ad- do not permit such if they can possi13. Mrs. H. Wallerstein.
that he works hand in glove with the dress to
German coach horses down in the excursion out of Paducah.
students, that the self-made My prevent same. The chicken ownre. Mrs. C. C. Covington.
machine crowd of the democratic man was a product of past
city yesterday exhabiting them, and
ers
here
claim
they know nothing
condi15. hilrs. James Sleeth.
they are indeed grand speciments of
party, not only in Paducah, but in tions, and that -exceptional native about the proposed fight, but the ar16. Mrs. C. H. Sherrill.
horse flesh.
unaided- by educational rangements are being made neverthethe state as well, and what one fac- abilities,
17. Miss Ruth Well.
teainitig.
less.
would
not
count
for so
18. Mrs. MI Michael.
tion of the republicans want the other
much in the future as in the pasty
lo. Mks. M. Michael.
faction does not want, and between This assertion
Judge Eason handed dow4,11 a dethreatens to revive
20. :qrs. Mills.
the two the good men will look in the old and somewhat
threadbare cision at WIposter, O., gratitiAg a
21. Hrs. Van Meter.
vain for enough votes to elect 'them, discussion about the practical avail- divorce to Capt Tagkart.
'T
22. Miss Irene Scott.
Highest price paid for second-hand
It is a trip of pleasure, coryfort
ability of college education, but it
and after it is all over they will kilo
23. Mrs. H. P. Sights.
and
has also another phase. The idea that
rest; good service, good table,
Miss
Alice
Roosevelt has sailed
24. Mks. Charles Kiger.
more about politics.
goed rooms, etc. Boats leave each
higher education will be more essen- from Yokohama for home.
25. Mrs. James Segenlelter.
Wednesday and Saturday at 3 p. M.
tial in the future than it will not bar
How to Hoodwink Voters.
26. Mks. C. M..Budd.
the probabilities of the so-called selfFor ther infor,mation apply to Jas.
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a
hum27.
MTS.
Georne
Powell.
Next Sunday The Register will conmade man.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
ber dr-tither% seriously hurt by at run28. Mrs. George.fshournoy.
tain an article dealing with how cerBuy anything- -and sell everything. Brown, agtnt.
It is obviously true that as the away accident during target practice
Sam
Mrs.
Starks.
29.
sib-220 Court street. Old phone 13'6.
tain interests manipulate the elections general standard of education is rais- at Fort Riley, Kin.
30. hhirs. 0. A. Tat'
.
by virtually owning the leader: of ed, greater intelligence and more of
31. "Miss Clara Thompson.
E. H. PURY EAR,
The Marine hospital service beboth parties. The methods employed the fitness that comes of thorough
32. -Miss Frances Herndon.
4training will be required of the men lieves that yellow fever at New Orare of the very simplest and but a
33. Mr. C. E. Everett.
entrusted with high places, but if the leans will have disappeared by the
ATTOR
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Moving wagon in connection.
The twelve new boxes are being
glance is sufficient to convince an in- college boy is
taught that his diplo- end of the month.
completed, and the following have
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
telligent man that it is next to im- ma will be an open sesame to alb the
been sold for $to each:
good
things
possible to get a square deal for the
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
of life, or that it will
LOST-A child's white plush polo
Ben Frank, box A; Henry Rudy,
public where the voters are whipped always serve to give him great pref, cap, Saturday afternoon. Returf•to box B; Wfill, Rieke, box C; 0. L.
New Phone ego.
eretice in obtaining place in the ac- 319 Jackson street and he rewarded.
Gregory, box D; George Wallace,
into line by the cry of party regularOSTEOPA
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PHYSICIAN
tive business world, he ia being
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box E; E. P. Noble, box F; W. J.
ity. Who ie it that howls and rai,es cruelly deceived, as he
is certain to
In mortalu matter.; one and one may Hills, box G; and Saunders Fowler, phone 196, 400 1-2 Broadway,
Ablitracling of Title*,
to 11:41.4 Cain about party regularity? discover when the times comes for may
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Insurance, Corporation and
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It la ina one but the politician who
Everybody is urged to hurry and
Real Estate Law.
Education is not 'to be disparaged.
Many prayers are long °fliel be- make. then'entries for what ever
iekt to get an office,,,in,order to
D1'7' Hot Air Baths given wino in.
A liberal education _In itself Is cause they are thin
event they intend participa ng in. dicatad.
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
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The severe froqs that fell during
"Resolved, That this union extends
Although chilly weather has come
the past week have fiaed things just its heartiest approv
al to the organiza- and prospects are that the yellow feproper for nutting parties who have tion of
a Humane society in Paducah, ver down South will lat stamped out
been anxiously waiting for the chilly believing
such a step to be greatly before many days, still Health Officer
weather so they could hie themselves needed in
this city and pledging our William Grave*, of this city, is kept
toe
to the woods and look for the nor. co-operation
at all time
in every as busy as ever issuing health certifi'Wakes a good frost or two to force possible
way.
cates to people desiring to go to
open the green shell of the nut' and
"Resolved. That as a department of points which are quarantined.
None
let them fall to the ground, and pros- Mercy is
one of the regular depart- of the places down South are raising
pects are for a plentiful supply this ments
of W. C. T. U. work, to ren- the quarantine regulations yet,
and
fall. Yesterday being Saturday and der our co-ope
ration more efficient will not until it is shown that the epno school, many crowds of 0:sung this union
appcifnt a superintendent idemic and danger ha about been
folks and also the old could be seen of this depart
ment at once and notify wiped out. No Matter how chilly it
going out in crowds to the woods the officers
a
cf the Humane society of gets the restrictions will not be raiswhere they spent the day picking the such appointment.
"'
ed
until
all danger is passed, because
nuts. Today many other parties
In accordance with this action Mrs. the germs can be transported
as _aswill go out also, as hosts of people Anna Friant was
appointed to fill the iiy as ever during slightly chilly
wait for the Sabbath for these out- position.
Motherhood is woman's highest sphere In life.
weather.
ings. • Those returning state that anAs this was an evangglistic meetThe
traveling men coming in off
It Is the fruition of her dearest hopes and
other good frost would not be amiss ing Mrs. Julia
Miles, evangelistic the road are all smiles on account of
most
holy desires. °Yet thousands of noble
as it would help condition, material- superintende
nt, then took charge of Cairo raising the unusually rigid regly and fill the ground under the trees the exercises
wome
throu
n,
gh the derangement of the female generative organ
and began by readlegi ulations- which have caused them
s
with the scaly and other hickory nuts the •econd
brought on by female weakness and disease, are unable
psalm. She believed this much tiouble ever since it was estabto
and also walnuts. produ
ce
chapter and especially the first verse, lished, because they would
children!
have to
The senior class and faculty of the "Why do the heathe
n rage and the send to Cairo for one of the permits
Ninety-nine times out of every one hundred Lydia E.
high school department at the Wash- people imagine a
vain thing?" could issued there before they could get
Pinkham's
ington building went across, the river be fitly applied to
Veget
able Compound will so restore and strengthen the
existing local con- into the town. Now they can enter
yesterday to the Illinois lakes and ditipm, of which
organism as to make child bearing possible, easy, and safe. female
the indifference of and depart with only a certificate isspent a most delightful time with the Christian church
es to the terrible sued from their own home town.
their picnic. Captain Robert Owen evils of intemperance
was an import- This is the first opportunity they
reports that nuts over there will be ant feature.
have had to do that for several
plentiful this season.
Quite an ipteresting discussion fol- months past.
lowed. A number of valuable facts
with its record of thousands of cures, is the remedy for wome
TRUSTEES PETITION
were presented tending to prove that
n. Thousands
of women are happy mothers of beautiful children to-da
the liquor traffic is the greatest foe
y
Attempts Being Made to Force Tay- to Christiadity that
because In tirpe of need they took Lydia E. Pinkham's
exists on earth.
Veget
able
lor Fisher Into Bankruptcy.
The hindrances to missionary work
Compound. No matter what your female weakness or disea
se,
in both 'tome and foreign fields, the
afford you speedy relief and cure. Every woman who desirit will
Papers have been filed by the trus- violations
of law on every side, the MISS EMMA MORGAN GOES
es to
tee of the Henry B. Grace bank- aerociated namele
become a mother should read these letters:
BACK TO TEACHISd TOss evils that are
ruptcy proceeding to force Taylor 0. ever inseparable
from the traffic, with
MORROW MORNING.
Dear Mrs. Ffitkham:—I had been married seven years and had no
Fisher into bankruptcy also: -Grace others, were
chilgiven as tendinous that
dren, owing to a female weakness and womb trouble,
and Fisher were partners in the should seriously
which caused me severe
concern religions
skittering each month. A lady advised me to try Lydia
cigar and tobacco business, but people
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
of all denominations.
The Gas Attaches Finished Running
Compound, and I did so, and now I have no more
Grace sold out to Fisher. Afterpalm, and am perfectly
The subject for Thursday. October
the
Single
Pipe From Meter to
well, besides having a fine baby boy. MRS. ROSA
wardo,the latter filed a petition in IC), will be
F. KAREL, Ravenna, Neb.
"Fwe
lo r Mis,ions," and
Laboratory.
baokruptcy, and now the trustee of
will be conducted by
Anoth
er
happy
and grateful motlftr writes to Mrs. Pinkham as follows:
the Grace estate files another peti- Mrs F6inie
Dunn, superinaendent
Dear Mrs. Pfitkkam.---1 was very anxious for a child, but could
tion to compel Fisher's enforce- of that depart
not carry one to
ment.
maturity. My husband advised me to take Lydia E. Pinkha
Miss Emma' Nnorgan will tomormeat into bankruptcy also, the trusm's Vegetable Compound.
did
I
so,
and
soon
began
to
feel
better
in
every
row
way.
mornin
I
continu
g resume her teaching of
ed Its use and was enabled
tee claiming the partnership was not CHARGES GOVE
to carry my next child to maturity. I now have a nice baby
RNMENT
girl. and I feel like
the English department at the High
dietolved as claimed and that. Fisha new woman.
Ma.s. FRANC BETER, 22 S. Second St., Meriden, Conn.
OFFICIALS WITH THEFT. school in
the Washington building
er was still interested in the firm
Actual sterility in woman is very rare. If any woman think
on West Broadway. She has fully
when Care filed his petition.
s she
Attorney sat Carter Says These Offic- recove
red from her illness of severa:.
Is
steril
e, let her write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., whose advic
ials Destroyed Evidence.
weeks and feels strong enough to
Is given free to all would-be and expectant mothers. Her letter e
*M
- O Distillery.
Chicag
o,
again
Oct.
4.—Ch
take
will
arges of discharge of her room, which
Mr. SydtnTerrell has " announced honest
give you valuable information.
y agairrit government officials has been instructed by others while
that he egilisomt start his distillery un- connec
ted with the investigation of she has been compelled to remain at
til tiometene after the first oi the Capt. 0.
M. Carter's affairs as a gov home. Miss Mary Grey Cummings
year
ernment engineeer are made by At- will go back to her departmental
torney Stone, counsel for Capt. Car- %sort( in thq 'event hand eighth
ter,
grades, she having had charge of the
Attorney Erwin,. for the govern room of Miss Morgan while
she
ment. asked Capt. Carter to produce was out.
certain stub books. Thereupon Attorney Stone declared the stubs had
Gas Pipe Run.
been seized by the government some
The gas house attaches yesterday
time ago and everything favorable to
run from the gas meter on the first
Carter's case was destroyed, while
LYNN
KILLS
BERT
floor of the Washington building, the CONN
the unfavorable documentary eviAMOSS AT
KANSAS
single pipe leading.to the laboratory
dence *as saved.
CITY.
of the High school on the third floor.
Special price for October on all $s so Novels.
"We did not get the stub book in
Here are some:
The connections have been made
Nedra, by George Barr McCutcheon
question." said Attorney Erwin, "and
and the laboratory students will toThe Gambler, Thurston.
Capt. Carter i known to have remorrow mogning bogin the use of They Got Intd a Fight and Lynn Hit
The Man Or the Hour, Thanet.
Pure, durable, soda soaps are
Oeived it from R. S. Westcott, his gas
Amoss With a Stick—Details
in their scientific studies.
The Garden of Allah. Hichens.
what we keep. No potash soaps,
father-in-law, so Capt. Carter must
Meagre
The Dark Lantern
produce it."
mixed with sand to make them
The Breath.of the Gods. Sydney McCall
No
Funds
"The
Yet.
stub
books," answered Attorhard and containing an excesDon't fail to see our special offerings for Octobe
ney Stone,"were in a box which as
Yesterday
r, every book a
the county
public
standard work. Fine library edition, marbled
Conn Lynn, eon of Mr. Enoch
sive amount of alkali, will be
seized and we want you to produce schools got from the state super;nside, three-quarter
leather binding, wo:th 75c. flow 35c.
found in our cases.
tendent the portion due the county 1.4.on, of this city, killed a youtig felit."
Popular library edition, silk
low named Bert Amoss, of Sioux
cloth backs. gilt top, worth sec. now 25C. 500
"We intend to allow that they were from the state school fund, but the
copies cloth back books,
every one good, worth 25c. now raTAc.
Our soaps are all made from
in Carter's poseession after the box city schools have not yet gotten City, at Kansas City, Mo., yesterday
All the "Popular Hits" in Sheet Music in
was seized," said Attorney Erwin, what is due them. It is expected afternoon. Lynn, who is a jockey,
cut prices.
vegetabht oils and soda. You
Souven
and
ir Postal Cards, all kinds, all prices from IC to
Amoss
,
is
who
stable
a
boy,
were
"and he must produce the docu- any day, and should have been here
IOC each
can't make a good soap any
both at Kansas City at•a race track.
last week.
ments."
other way.
'They were joking each other when
Carter was then asked concerning
from words they got to blows and
a contract which bate his signature
Attendance Decreases
Lynn hit Amoss with a stick, fracturand that of bis fathecsin-law, showOn account of the new cases of
Bible Class Today.
ing that Carter had paid $63,0o on scarlet fever that have broken out ing his skull and killing him. There
room with an attack of tonsilitis,
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the hence his place
certain property in' Orange, N. J. the past few days, many of the are no further details of the affair,
is being filled by Mr.
DRUGGIST
only
{hese
facts- coming to The Reg- Bible class will hold its meetin
Carter declarifel that he signed the school children are remaining at
g at Pierson Lockwood, who will direct
ister
last
nigh
&
very
late.
the Young Men's Christian associa- thp class today.
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
document believing it merely meant home and the attendance is being
tion, and everybody is most cheerthe deeding of $6r,000 worth of prop- affected conoiderably.
TELEPHONE 63.
r
Mr John Rock came up this morn fully invited io attefid
erty to him by his father-in-law os a
and participate
'
Little Miss Laverne Purcell has
ing from Metrppolis to visit his fath- in the studies.
present.
Genera
l Secretaro returned fiom visiting at Salem, Liv,••
Subscribe for THE REGISTER.
er.
Blake Godfrey is confined to his ingston county
.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Cures Where Others 1211

aa

Just
Soap.

A DEATH LICK

ONLY $.1.15

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT

J. 11. Oehlschiaeger,

Best Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ord
inary Coal.

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.

(INiORPORATZD)

-

C. M. BUDD, Manager.

Both Telephone Numbers 254

41. •

'tap
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41,
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Again We invite You to Attend Our Characteristic Bargain Sale of Fall and Winter Merchandise In Every epartment. Every Department is Crowded With the Most Up-to-Date and Desirable Goods.
DEPARTMILLINERY
MENT IS CROWDED.
A great sale of Stylish Millinery is
now in progress, with values that
have never been surpassed This department is outdoing all former efforts The stock is large, the variety
great and the prices the lowest ever
attempted for high-class millinery.
Everybody invited to see the new and
beautiful styles and the money-saving opportunities we offer this week.
To buy ladies' hats without seeing
us is simply throwing money away.
THE CLOAK, SKIRT AND SUIT
DEPARTMENT CROWDED.
Here are heaps, piles and racks
upon racks full of stylish suits, coats,
skirts, furs, waists and petticoats.
This department is making the most
meritorious display of apparel for
women and children ever made in the
city and at prices that are exceptionally low when compared with what
such garments are being sold for by
others Come and let us demonstrate to your entire satisfaction the
multiplied advantages to you of bringing us your garment wants.
THE

Stytish, fashionable silk petticoats
in black and rich colors for only
$4.85 each.
THE DR,ESS GOODS DEPARTMENT IS CROWDED.
Crowded with goods. crowded with
eager buyers The great assortments,
the splendid bargains are pleasing the
ladies who want dress goods. Prices
2c, 25c, 28c, 35, 49e, 50c. 65c, 75C,
/
141
89c, 98c and $1 a yard.
McCall's November Magazine, November Fashion Sheets, the ReadyReference Catalogue and Stylish Patterns at r5c are here.
KID GLOVES—THE WANTED
COLORS
The guaranteed kinds at 75c and
Si a pair.
A great sample line of Golf Gloves
every pair at a third less than fts
actual value
THE WASH GOODS DEPARTMENT IS CROWDED.
Crowded with yard-wide Flanneletts at roc a yard. With 20C mercerised satine at only ra1
2c.
/
With
solid colored 15c crepons at roc.
With light Domestic at 754C, 8 I-3C

and roc a yard. With dark Domestic
at 6c. 7/
2c and roc a yard.
1
With
apron check ginghams at 5c and 6/
2c.
1
With table linens at 25C, 28C, 35C, 50C,
6oc, 95c and $1.00 a yard.
With
napkins at 25c, 30c, soc, $r, $1.25 and
up per dozen.
With cotton bed
blankets at 58c, 75c. 98c and Soo° a
pair.
With the wool blankets at
$3.50 and $4 50 per pair. With bed
comforts at Sr, $1.50 and $2
THE KNIT UNDERWEAR AND
HOSIERY
DEPARTMENT
IS CROWDED.
Crowded with union suits for children at 25c. With extra heavy union
suits for large boys at soc. With ladies' vests and pants at 23C and 25c.
and union suits at 5oc.
With boys'
heavy fleeced shirts and drawers at
25c.
With men's ribbed shirts and
drawers at 25c. With men's extra
quality fleeced shirts and drawers at
40c, soc and 55c.. With men's extra
quality union suits at Si. With women's ribbed hose at ra1
2c, worth 20C.
/
With wornen's fleeced hose at 15c to
25c. With children's hose at 8 I-3c,
roc, ts1
2c, 15c and hose for boys so
/

heavy and strong that they named
them Samson, at a 25C price. With
infants' wool hose at roc and 15c.
With women's wool and cashmere
hose at 25c. With shawl fascinators at
25C, 50C, 75C, Si. $i.o, made of allwool. With silk fascinators at $1.35,
$1 . so, $2.00 and at $3.00 each.
With infanta' outing cloth sacques
in pink, blue and white at roc and 25c
each. With women's wool skirt patterns at gic and Sr each. With outing cloth Skirts 25c, 40C and soc.
With the gowns at 50c, 69c, 75c and
Sr .00.
THE CLOTHING DEPARTMENT
IS CROWDED.
Crowded with men's pants $1, $1•50,
$2, $2.50, $3 and $3.50. worth $5.00.
Crowded with men's reliable allwool suits at $5, at $6. at $7.5o, at
$9.5o and at $I2.50, worth $18.00.
Crowded with Carter's celebrated
Railroad Overalls and Jumpers, the
very heaviest made, 75c here, worth
$z elsewhere.
Crowded with men'. heavy underwear at 4oc. soc and SEC, worth 75C;
with men's heavy union suits for gx;

HARBOUR'S DEPARTMENT STORE
SCARLET FEVER SHORT CAREER

1.11

with men's shirts at 25C, 50C, 75C
and dr; with men's Fur Hats at 75c,
51, $1.50, $3, 82 50 and $3; with
caps for men and boys; crowded with
boys' all-wool knee pants at 5oc.
worth a $x; with boys' knee pant
suits at $1, $1.50, $1.75, $2, $2.5o and
$3, all worth a third more; with
young men's union suits at 50 cents;
with boys' heavy fleeced shirts and
drawers at 25c

PHYS1
ON

Suffers
rism

•jIL

THE SHOE DEPARTMENT IS
CROWDED.
Crowded with Men's Work Shoes at
$1.25, $1.35, $1.40. $1.5o and $2•00;
with men's dress shoes at $z.o, $2,
$2.50, $3, $3.50, $3.85 and $4•75 a.
Pair.

Wm

Crowded with women's kid shoes
at $1.15. $1.25, dr 35, $t,5o, $2.00,
$2.24. $2 5o and the high-class styleish La France shoes for women at
$3 and $3.so a pair.
Crowded with school shoes for
children tt soc, 65c, 75c, 89c, St
81.15, $1.25, $1.35 and $1.50 a pair.
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OUTSIDE TRADE

GRAVES MARRIED LIFE OF WATSON'S THE RETAIL MEFICHASTS TOOFFICER
HEALTH
DID NOT LAST THREE
MORROW
FINDS FIFTEEN CASES IN
INAUGURATE
MONTHS.
NEW SCHEME.
TOWN.

Instructs Supt Lieb to Keep Ex- Wife Claims Husband at Dead Hour Purchases Made From Any Outside
Association Are Not Reccignixof Night Carried Away
posed Children Out of School
ed When Fare is Returns*"
All Their Effects.
Till Christmas.

Health Officer William Graves yesterday stated that there wsre about
fifteen case, of scarlet fever now in
this city, and that every day or two
he is finding additional cases, which
necessitates the houses being quarse
antined and nobody permitted to pass
back and forth to endanger the
spreading of the ditease.
Yesterday the health officer flagged the house of Contractor Dossett,
of West Broadway and Twenty-third
street, on account of the little girl of
that place being afflicted with the disease in a developed form. The night
before he flagged the house of Mrs.
Herman Weil. of oa8 North Eiglith
street, because of the sickness of
her daughter Lucille, who has this
fever.
• In order to plaA an ectoppal on all
danger of an epidemic Health Officer
Graves has in,tructed Supt. Lieb. oi
the public schools, not to let any
children attend school where they
are members of families in which a
case of fever exists. .If a tittle one
ails from this cause at a certain home
and other children in the family come
in contact with the ailment and then
attend the public school buildings, it
is only a matter of time until the disease would be spread over the entire
city.. The health officer believes it
would be a good idea to keep out of
school until after Christmas all the
children in whose families the fever
exists.
The city board of health has adopted regulations for guidance of families wherein the fever exists, and a
copy of these rules are given the
father of each child taken sick, so
they can be followed. They to as
great an extent as possible safeguard
things by adherence to measures calculated to quickly stamp out the sickness and prevents spreading.
The two children of Mr. Will
Chambers, of the county. are recovering from the fever at the family
home six miles from this city on the
Cairo pike. The connty school near
by expects to resums tomorrow morn
ing, as all danger of oareading has
likely disappeared. Miss Dora Draffen teaches that school, which was
dismissed for two weeks on account
.fever.
of the
Easy Payment Lots.
We have sold a somber of North
'Side Hirrkleville road addition lots on
the very easy terms of one dollar
cash and 50 cents per week. Anyone
can save up•a little money and buy
a lot. Call, send or telephone for
plat and particufars.
Whittemore Real Ectate Agency,
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
It develops that the Adams Express
messenger who stole dicismo from
' the Pittsburg office was paid only $55
,•
o a month and was requirtel to give
$2.000 bond. Yet thic man handled
a million dollars a year.

s

North View Cottage.
New 4-room home, near Salem
avenue and Rowlandtown car line.
$1,350, $150 cach, balance $15 per
.nth.
hittemore Real E-tate Agency,
ity building Both phones 835.
Prat
boat which carries
A gaso
doing ferriage work
people
thirty
ty, Ill., and Hellobetween Mound
Ky.
Landing,
way

•

Married July 13th. of this year
and now separated from her husband
is the marital career of Mary Watson, of the Melber section of the
county, who yesterday instituted in
the circuit court divorce proceedings
against her husband, David Watson.
The couple were married at the
time mentioned, and she claims that
he has been guilty of much cruel
and inhuman treatment that last Saturday they agreed to separate and go
their respective ways. By agreement
they were to go to their home and
divide up the household effects and
other belongings, but the wife contends that the husband went there at
the dead hour of night, and toot
everything off, thereby depriving her
of her portion. In order to get what
she claims belongs to her, she got
out an attachment to prevent the
husband from disposing of every-,
thing he carried out of their home.
This attachment was included iri .the
divorce proceeding in which she also
asked for $5oo alimony and dissolution of the matrimonial ties.
She is represented by Lawyers
Hendrick. Miller & Marble, and together with her mismated husband
are well known people of that section of the county.

Tomorrow the Retail Merchant's
association will inaugurate their new
scheme for out-of-town trade, that
is sof returning the railroad fare to
any stranger coming here within
seventy-five miles and buying as
much as $3o worth of goods. The
purchases by the outsiders have to
be made from the association in order to get returned their fare, as the
coupon books are in the hands of
these members only. Beginning tomorrow this inducement is good for
the out-of-town trade until next
Christmas.
The members of the association
are as follows:
Jake Biederman Grocery company,
R. D. Clements, Cochran Shoe
company, Eley Dry Goods company,
Foreman Brothers, Grand Leader, F.
N. Gardner & Co., Ell Guthrie &
Co., James W. Gleaves dc Co., N. G.
Harmeling, George 0. Hart dt Sons
Company, E. B. Harbour department
store, Hank Brothers, W. R. Hayes,
Lang Brothers, Langstaff-Orm Manufacturing company, W. D. McPherson, Nagle & Meyers, L. B. CIgiivie
& Co., Purtell & Thomposn, Paducah
Furniture company, RhodesBurford company. Rudy, Phillips &
Co.. Scott Hardware company, T.
Schwab, D. L. VanCulin, B. peille
& Son, Joe L. Wolff, WallIfestein
Brothers. Richard Walker drug store
W. N. Warren, Stutz Candy cornpatio George Rock Shoe company,
Garner Brothers, Eye See Jewelry
NUMBER OF SURPLUS TELE- company, J. L. Witnaer, Vienna
PHONE POSTS TO BE
Cream bakery, Great Pacific Tea and
TAKEN DOWN.
Coffee company, J. R. Roberts,
Noah's Ark ,Variety store, Smith. &
Nagel, Mrs. D. W. Coons, Levy's
The Cables for the Underground Ready to Wear story.
Conduits Will Reach This City
in Week or Two.

MOVE POLES

SELL FIXTURES

Manager Joynes. of the East Tennessee Telephone company, said yesterday that he was preparing to remove as many as possible of the
whoden poles of his company which
are on Kentucky avenue from First
to Ninth and also on Jefferson from
Firct to Ninth. These two thorough
fares are being reconstructed by the
brick and bitulithic people, and as a
number of ugly wooden poles are
standing, that could be moved withinn inconvenience, the manager intends doing this to as great an extent
as possible.
When Broadway was reconstructed
every pole wac taken from there and
put back dIP:the alleys running behind the business houses so there
could be brottgirt in from the rear of
the storehouses the wires connecting
the phone service.
Right around
Fourth stvget on the avenue the telephone company has put down conduits so the wires and cables can .be
run under the ground. He will put
the cables inside the conduits just as
coon as the former arrive ftom the
supply houses.
To get the cables down iron ropes
are first run through them from manhole to manhole, and then the cables
pulled. Thg lead cables are expected
sometime this week or next and when
they do reach the city work of taking
down the, overhead wires and cables
will be started and continued until
completed.
Subscribe for THE REGISTER.
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A McDougall Kitchen Cabinet

NOE

SEVENI
OF

is the most economical article of kitchen equipment that you can buy:
You would as soon think of doing without a McDougall Kitchen Cabinet
as you would think of doing without a good kitchen range,after you have
used them both. Each has its particular field in the kitchen; both are
necessary in the well-regulated home; neither is expensive when you consider the results obtained.
A McDougall Kitchen Cabinet costs no more than the kitchen range and
it does many things the range never could do.
First of all, it saves you hundreds of steps every day. It will also enable you to get a meal in about half the time it now takes, and besides
this it will help you to economize on food supplies by keeping everything
fresh, pure and clean.

Urge Up
oatin

There are many styles of McDougall Kitchen Cabinets ran ging in prices from $z5 75 to $54 oo
You can sera complete display of these cabinets neatly trimm ed with dishes, kitchen utensils and
food supplies, by calling at this store and asking for the McDou gall Kitchen Cabinet display.

The Sale is to Satisfy a Judgment
Given Arthur Jones Against
Concern—Clark's Business.

•

. • o—*•*°.'ss°'rssi•ess,s,...,,,

Tomorrow morning at to o'clock
Sheriff, Lee Potter will sell to the
highest bidder, the office furnittire
and effects of The People's tome
Purchasing company, to satisfy a
judgment for $125 given Acthor
Jones in the quarterly court by 1161111188•1111~$11111141141111104148011•8••••••••••1114144~111~14$1004bet•IMNIMNBIMINOIMIEMMINIMMIMIS
Judge Lightfoot. The goods are now
stored at the Rhodes-Burford estabGardner's first venture is
lishment, and will be sold at the while M.
this one.
courthsuse.

Fourth'St.
112-116 N.

eProperty Transferred.
Property lying on West Trimble
street has been sold by James D.
Porteous to the Big Ten Improvement company for $365. and the deed
was filed for record yesterday with
the county clerk.

1

Colored Ccittple.
The solored couple getting a wedding certificate, war Louis Gaston,
aged 24 and Mary Davis, aged 16, as
this city. This is the second wedding
of man, and first for woman.

The wife of Rev. J. A. Scarritt,
of Cairo. died suddenly of heart
tloruble Friday morning. She was 73
Licensed To Marry.
Licenses to wed were istued by years of age and had lived in Cairo
the clerk to James Grogan, aged at different times for several years.
27, and Rosie E Vickers, aged 18,
Judge A. G. Brandner, of Kansas
of this city: Janses W. Gardner, aged
24, and Deulia Ablett, ,aged 21, of City, *los snicided through love for
the county The latter mentioned his wife, who died a year since. Tie
bride has been married once before, inhaled illuminating gas.

Paducah, Ky.

The He
Methodist
cufpended
Chilhowie,
kicsing a
A dare.'

107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

W. C. Gray, Proprietor.
A
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Subscribe for The Register
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• the Buffet 0
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order.
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
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Should you desire, you can arrange to have one of'these cabinets sent
to your own home on 30 days' trial:: with the understanding that your
money will be refunded should the cabinet fail to please you for any reason whatsoever.

SHERIFF POTTER SELLS PEOPLES HOME PURCHASING EFFECTS.
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A Card To farmers.

PHYSICIAN IS TO OPERATE NO
HOSPITAL
FOR
WES
PRICE, COLORED, WHO
ON CHARLEY MORRIS,
FELL OFF CAR.
COLORED.

Suffers From Well Developed Aneu- When Told He Was to Go to an Operating Table He Got Well
rism and Will Be Put on an
and Walked Off.
Operating Table.

Wes Price, the negro who fell.
i An unusual operation will be performed tomorrow or the next day by from the street car at Sixth and
City Physician ‘Dr. Bass and several Elizabeth streets several days ago,
other doctors, it being on Charles was not hurt as badly as he tried
Morris, a darky who is afflicted with to make out. He is the darky who
a well 'developed aneurism under- fell on his head, and whom one colneath his neck skin. The operation is ored woman at first thought was her
a very delicate one, and if relief can- son and then thought he was her
not be procured through same, it is nephew while finally he proved not
only a matter of time until the afflic- to be any kin at all to her.
Trice after falling off the moving
tion will result fatal.
.
•
' An aneuriaps is a dilation of the -car was taken' to this woman's home
blood vessel leading through the and laid in bed, some thinking he
neck from body towards head and was. suffering from concussion of the
brain. A sort of ball forms on side brain. As he had no money with
• of the artery and fills with the blood which to hire a doctor, he Was turned
passing through that way. This one Over to City Physician Baps, who
on the neck of Morris deceloped six went out to the house
on South
mouths ago and has gradually grown Tenth street, with intention of send.
larger and larger until now it is very ing him to the hospital for treatbig and stands out boldly from the ment. The doctor walked in the
Ooside of Miarris's neck. The artery is room and the negro was laying there
The physician walked
so weak that at this point it can- groaning.
not withstand the strong flow of over, smacked him on the shoulder
blood, and gradually forms a ball of and instructed hi mto get up as he
, enlargement where the weak portion was going to take him to the hospital to be operated on. At this the
of the blood vessel expands.
Morris was before the medical so- negro opened his eyes wide and said.
ciety at its meeting last Wednesday "What's you goin' to do wid me,
night with Dr. Bass, and the physi- doe." "I am going to take you to
cians found the ansuriem a subject the hospital and operate on you, so
for interesting study ard discussion. get up,' responded the medico. This
It was decided to sce if it could not seemed to have a curative effect upbe cured and attempts towards this on the negro as he rolled over, got
and will be made through the opera- up out of bed and dressed, and then
tion on Morris, who as admitted to said, "Mr. Doctod, I don't believe
l'se hurt bad. miff to go to de hosthe hospital yesterday.
The only way to reaaare the artery pital," and with this the darkey waiketas to lay back the /
1
4
".tle and flesh of ed out the front door as lively as
neck, tie the artery down below anyline, and thereby evidenced that
1
e collarbone, and "'pp tha• flow of he was just "possuming" and pre,
ood, tirrilagh it. , This will relieve tending to be hurt, for some purpose
e pressure on the weak part of the not clear.
The doctors run across many cases
rtery, and it can gradually shraik
and resume its normal condition, of this character, and to have heard
which cannot be done while the Price going on when he first fell anyblood continues flowing through it. one would think every bone in his
This is what the doctors will do, body was brokcn
and then if no relief can be gotten
in that manner, another can be done.
Trimble Street House.
an the anterism will gradually get
No. too8 Trimble street, 5-room
larger and lay"; astil it bursts and
house. 45 foot lot, rod neighborlets Morris bleed to death.
hood. $takio, $60D cash, balance
The operation is one seldom per- and 2
years.
formed, as aneurism is a rarity in
Whittemore Real E-tate Agency.
medical annals. Or course, many
Fraternity building Both phones 835.
casts appear, but they are few and
for between.
Subscribe for THE REGISTER

a;i

at

Illinois Central Railroad
We take this medium to let you
know we are still in the leaf tobacco
business. We have secured for our
factory and office the short line depot
on Trimble street between fifth and
Sixth streets.
We are prepared to strip and :ize
any tobaccos that farmers v
to
have worked and will deliver after
prizing to any warehouse in the city
or will ship to any other market without extra charges. We will buy your
tobacco on the stalk or stripped.
We will go to your barns or buy
from sample.
Thanking you for your patronage
in the past, we beg leave to ask a
continuance of the same. Call and
see us.
I a

TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aand, zgos.

South Bound.
No. 101
NO. 103
NO. 121
Leave Cincinnati,
8...ao a.m.
6:oo p.m.
p.m.
Leave Louisville
12:2o
9,:40
•
7:25a.m.
Leave Owensboro
0:30 p.m.
*9:ooa.m.
Leave Horse Branch
12:08 a.m.
3:40 P.m.
:osa.m.
Leave Central City
:03 a.m.
3:55 p.m.
12:3op.m.
Leave Nortonville
ram a
4:37 p.m.
:213a.m.
I.eave Evansville
4:40 p.m.
8:3oa
Leave Hopkinsville
II :2oa.m
Leave Princeton
2:27 a.m.
5:25 P.Tn•
2:35p.m.
Arrive Paducah
6:an p.m.
3:40 a.m.
4:15P-m.
Leave Paducah
6:45 p.m.
420p.Ifl.
3:45 a.m.
Arrive Fulton
4:50 a.m.
7:55 p.m..
6:oop.m.
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn• .
8:31 p.m.
5:17 a.m
Arrive Rives
8:39 p.m.
5:23 a.m
Arrive Jackson
7:15 a.m.
Arrive Memphis
to:3o p.m.
8:15 a.m
Arr;ve New Orleans
it :oo a.m.
8:15 p.m.
8:30p.m.
------ North Bound.
No, 102
No. ios
No. 122
Leave New Orleans
N. B.—We have excellent storage
7:10 p.m
9:15 a.m.
Leave Memphis
room for merchants and others who
6:50 a.m.
8:5o p.m
.j..eave Jackson, Tenn
may want their goods stored.
moo p.m
Leave Rives
9:42 a.m
II:58 p.m.
OLD PHONE 776-A.
Leave Gibbs
9:48 a.m
9:15 p.m.
Leave Fulton
10:10 a.m.
12:35 a.m.
600a.m.
Arrive Paducah
ii:20 a.m.
1:43 a.m.
7:4oa.m.
Leave Paducah
II:25 a.m.
1:48 a.m.
7:5oa.m.
Arrive Princeton
12:39 p.m.
301 a.m.
9:29a.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville
3:50 s.m.
0 a.m.
9:4
Arrive Evansville
6:25 p.m.
9:45 a.m. I
stealinga pint of whiskey from the Arrive Nortonvill
e
x:28 p.m.
to:3sa.m.
3:57 a m.
saloon of James Sherrill on North Arrive Central
City
2:05 p.m.
4:3o a.m.
:30a.m.
Fourth street. The darky was erna Arrive Horse
Branch
3:oo p.m.
5:13 a.m.
12:55p.m.
ployed thcre as porter. Jackson was Arriae
Owensboro
8:15 a.m.
4:55 Pala
4:551:011.
LAWYER EATON SUED WM. in the .palice court in the ntorning * Arrive Louisville
! 7:50 a.m.
5:35 Pala
held to the •circuit 'court grand jury Arrive
4:55P-111.
SECK AND OTHERS
Cincinnati
9:15 Pm.
11:55 a.m.
and as that body does not convene
FOR $3o.
until December Judge Lightfoot
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
judge Lightfoot Gave Will Jackson, gave him a trial now. He was charg(North Bound.)
ed with petty larceny
(South Bound)
Colored, Thirty Days in Jail—
No. 306. No. 374.
Other Suits Filed.
NO. 305. Na. 375.
Many Suits Filed
Other suits filed in the court of Lv. Paducah.... za:aop.m. 4:20p.m.Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m. 9:4op.m.
Judge Lightfoot
yesterday were.: An. Carbondale.. 4:251am- 8:4opm.Lv. C hicago. . 2:5oa.m. 6:2op.m.
W. V. Eaton yesterday filed suit Chicago
• 5:3oa m. 8:o5a.en. Lv. Carbondale.
Art company vs. Photo- Ar. Chicago
atoa m. 7:05a.M.
in the court of Judge Lightfoot, grapher
8:05p.m. 7:013a.m. Ar. Paducah.... 3:35p.m.
James Solar for $25.50 claim Ar. St. Louis,
:ooa.m.
against Wiliam Seek and others for ed
due for goods plaintiff furnished
about $3o the plaintiff claims due defendant
;
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
Machinery
Exchange
from defendants. Some months ago company
vs. Rex. Manufacturing
(North Bound.)
(South Bond.)
Kent Williams was arrested on the company,
$4 for goods plaintiff furtot-Sot
135-835
122-822
charge Of stealing a suit of clothing nished
:36-836
defendant; Luquid Carbonic Lv. Hopkinsville 11:20a.M. 6:4oa.m.Lv. Chicago.... 6:2op.m.
belonging to the estate of a dead company
9:45aala
vs. William Greek, for Lv, Princeton.. 2:35p.rn. 7:45a-m.
St. Louis .. 9:40Paa- 2:15p.m.
raftroader. Walliam Seek and others
$107.65 for goods plaintiff furnished Ar. Paducah....
4:151am. saasa.m.Lv. Cairo
6:ooa.m. 6:2op.m.
got Lawyer Eaton to go Williams
defendant; Lyon Brothers vs. Wil- Lv. Paducah.... 7ssop.m. 9:3oa.rn.
Ar. Paducah
bond, for $100, and then guaranteed liam
7:4aa.m. 8:ropan.
Greek, for $39 for goods plain- Ar. Cairo
ooa.m.Lv. Paducah
8•35P.771to the attorney a $5o fee to represent tiff
7:soa.m. 8:15pan.
furnished defendant; J. R. Lowe At. St. Louis
7o8a.m. 5:oop.m. Ar. Princeton
ca29a.rn. 9:sop.m.
the accused in the courts. Ur. Ea- &
Son, vs. W. T. Ledford, for $14, Ar. Chicago
8:o5a
9:30Pm•Ar. Hopkinsville
ton cleared Williams, and now claimed
t:oop.m.
due
on
note
defendant exclaims that the other parties owe
ecuted plaintiff; W. V. Eaton vs.
Taains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
him a balance of $3o on the fee George
Williamson and E. D. Butler daily. Trains 103 and 104 curry through
bill, which they refuse to pay.
sleepera between Cincinnati,
for $3o claimed due on note defend- Memphis and New .Orleans;
trains TOT and 102 sitepers between Loui•vilie,
Thirty Days For Pint.
ants executed plaintiff; Johnson 11/ Memphis
and New Orleans. Trains 8o1 and 822 sleepers between Paducah
Judge Lightfoot yesterday gave Tomek
company vs. M. N. Gaiamon, and St. Louis. For further
Will Jackson, colored, a sentence of
information, address
for Sao.85 for goods plaintiff furnishJ. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
thirty days in the county pail for
ed defendant.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. M'CARTY, ID. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.

1

HR.NDON alb CO

FEE BILL

NOBLE WORKERS sivit.4.4,4.
4.0 ,
4 4+444#4,4444444+4....
SEVENTH YEAR OF LABORS
OF REV. CHILES AND
WIPL

Urge Upon Public Necessity of Donating in Order the Poor Can
Bs Looked After.

•

The workers in the latter part of
tha seventh year are continuing from
day to day the humble works of looking after the sick and destitute, getking employment for men, women,
boys and girls, finding homes for de*tied and orphan children, putting
neglected children of school age in
our public schools, feeding the hungry and clothing the naked, ministering in their homes, comforting and
encouraging The distressed and be:
rieved, preaching the funerals isf
their dead. The hall work of every
night services continnei with promising interest. We greatly appreciate
the many complimentary remarks we
receive, but rather would suggest,
that the most efficient way to encourage the greatly needed work, which is
entirely dependent upon public contributions, is that you liberally give
Cyour money that the workers may
be hindered, spending the time
•
soliciting funds, which aught ,to be
used among those who need their attention. as the work is, and has been
every since it began, burdened and
'hindered for the want of means. Ao
• winter is approaching we further
suggest that those who have clothing,
,, provisions, fnel, bedding, bedsteads,
stoves, rugs, carpets, matting. chairs.
furniture, etc. in fact anything that
you have to spare that can be used
to make the home comfortable, good
books, religious papers, notify us at
once. Old phone to73, or send to the
hall 43:, South Third street, Paducitha
Many thanks to all contrilm. Yours Respt,
R. W. and IDA B. CHILES

•

41

The Holston conference of the
Methodist church in Tennessee has
ii.tiended Rev. W. W. Hicks, of
chilhowie, Va.. for six months f
kissing a sister of the church under
a dare.'

•

A

ter

New York will ask the Atlantic
Telephone company. which has applielrfor a twenty-five year franchise
in that city, the sum of $7.75o,000 for
the rights wanted.
Captain Wallace
Farnslay, of
fiinsithlaed, was in the city yesterday.
Ire has completed his new home he
is constructing at that place and
:loves ITt tontorrOw.

•

•

You Get the Latest
and the Best Shoes
When you place yourself on a foundation of fashionable fit
and comfortable durability—Treat your feet to a pair of Walk
Over Shoes—Get neat to the ARISTOCRACY of leather and
enjoy it to your very soul—There's a luxurious economy about
our shoes expressed in Service, Satisfaction and distinction
Let us fit your feet. W e make a specialty of FITTING
TENDER FEET.

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVIR BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND

BORDLR

TO

MATCH

FOR THE STALL SUM OF ONLY 63 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLORAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
b.

ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY x7
/
sc PER SINGLE ROLL,

fieo. Rock Shoe Co.

SELLERS OF SHOES AND SATISFACTION

4,...+1344 .4444

321 BROADWAY.

+14

4+ +I+

OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.

ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, toe, 15c, acic

AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE.
DESIGNS

IN

NEW PA

CORNICE

NELL PFFECT, INGRAINS

AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-

OR AND LOVELY AFFRING:aD BORDERS

NEW HARDWARE HOUSE

TO

MATCH.

ALL

COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS.

THE

VERY

LATEST

DE-

SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE

We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked
hardware department for our establishment, and are carrying a
mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includ
es

Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Graniteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builde
rs'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by
the •
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leadinghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money
.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.

OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE

DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS.

,ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND

BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT

109 South 2nd Street,

Paducah, Kentucky.

YOU

RIGHT

AND

GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.

C.C.LEE

Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
TAKE NO'SUBSTITUTE
SCOTT BROS. & CO.'S -CELEBRATED

U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,

FRAMES, WIN-

bigh
Lift flour

Special to Farmers
+E.

ar e preparing to advertise
the Northwest, and if you want
sell your farm, list it with us and
think we can sell it for you. Try

in
to
we
us.

S. T. R.ANDLE

Manager Real Estate Department,
'Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Rank,
,WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST
Room 3, Amer.-Ger. Nat. Bank.

•-•

morning on a.visit to the litter's pare
ents, Mr. and Ws. Wilt** Mercer,
of 1231 Broadway. They set accom6
• A
panied by Mr. Walter Highbarger,
of Roanoke.
Is the medium through
FOR
Mrs, C. H. Chamblin leaves to- ° Mr. J. B. Killebrew, of Guthrie,
RENT—Nicely furnished
which you regain health,
morrow for a several weeks visit in Ky., is in the city gathering statistics room at 809 Broadway.
strength and vitality, from
Louisville.
on tobacco for the federal govern-,
an impaired condition of
FOR RENT,—Room with board,
Mrs. Lewis L. Bebout has gone to ment.
the body. Men have masMr. Charles Spillman yesterday 326 South Third street.
Tupelo, Miss., to visit her sister,
tered the secrets of Nareturned.frcm a trip to West TennesMrs. John Walker.
ture, to produce this "MeFOR SALE—A pair of young setsee.
Williams
'and
wife,
of
A.
0.
'Dr.
dium."
These men are
ters.
Apply at teno Jefferson.
Capt.
Oscar
Barrett
here
arrived
Mr.
and
visiting
Providence, Ky., are
called Doctors and Drugyesterday
from
Cincinnati.
Mrs. 1-1. H. Loving. The former goes
gists. Some Drug Stores
WANiTED—First-class carpenter.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Davis, formto
Louisville tomorrow to attend the
are called
Commercial
erly of this city, are here en route to Apply in morning at 1754 Monroe
Masonic
grand
lodge.
Drug Stores. In this class
street.
Miss Elizabeth Wilson, of St. their home in Chicago from Memphis.
of stores, Adulteration and
will
be
here
until
They
next Tuesday.
Louis, will return home today after
Substitution is practiced
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Mr. Herbert Hoover has gone to
South
visiting
Rooks,
of
Miss
Jessie
for commercial reasons.
Boyd,
one 4 and one 5 room house.
West
Tennessee
on
a
business too.
Fifth.
The evils of this practice
Contractor William Katterjohn is Inquire tco8 Trimble street.
Mr. Charles Baker, the wholesale here from his works up at
are too well known to
Cedar
grocer, has returned from sojourning Bluff.
mention here.
FOR
RENT-Furnished
room
at
Dawson.
Our label is a symbol
Mrs. Bettie Frost, of Wingo, is within three blocks of Fourth and
Miss Jessie Wilsoo, of Nashville, visffing her niece, Mrs. Drucie Brant Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4of the highest standard of
who is to be sponsor at the Horse Icy, of Madison street.
Presaription work.
Slibsv for her home city, is expected
FOR SALE CHEAP,—A Garland
Lawyer Charles Grasshara yesterAS K.THE DOCTOR
in the city Tuesday. She is to be daY returnsd from
base
barrier as gond as new. Apply
Dover, Term., and
the guest of Miss Clara Thompson Louisville,'Ky., and goes to Morgan- to Rueben Rowland, 411 North Sevduring 'her sojourn here.
enth street.
town today.
DRUG 51ORE.
Miss Marie Caldwell, of Bowling
Mr. Page Pittman, the printer, reGreen, Ky., is visiting her brothers, turned yesterday from
Marion,. Ky., FOR SALE—Several 'pieces of maMessrs Rs. G. and J. Robert Cald- after a four months'
hogany library furniture, also hard
absence.
Sunday Morning, Oct 15. 1905.
well.
coal stove. Apply at 227 North
Mhss Emma Woodward, of Cairo,
Ninth street.
wile arrive Tuesday to be the guest
of Miss Ella Sanders during the
ENERGETIC workers everywhere
Horse Show.
to distribute circulars, samples and
Mr. Charles Q. C. Leigh, ‘}f Chiadvertising matter. Good pay. No
cago, arrived in the city yesterday to
Stages Yesterday.
canvassing. Co-operative AdvertisMrs. E. L. Whitcsides, osteopath, visit his mother, Mrs. Mary Leigh.
Florence, 1.3; falling.
inb Co., New York.
6og 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434
Mrs. James H. Black, of Terre
Johnsonville, 2.9; rising.
and New 76r.
Haute, Ind., arrives in a few Ws to
Louisville, 3.1; standing.
WANTED—At once, bright color—The ladies of the P _Anse), so- visit her father, Mr.' J. W. McMt. Carmel, 2.8; falling.
ed man or woman to travel for old
ciety wish to thank the Rhodes-Bur- Knight.
Nashville, 8.9; 'falling. established firm--$1.2 per week to
ford company for the courtesies exMr. Jack Mann, the liquor drumPittsburg, 6.7; rising.
start. Expenses advanced. Smith,
tended them upon their day with mer, is here from St. Louis.
Davis Island Dam, 5.1; falling.
Mgr., 356 Dearborn, Chicago.
the Buck range.
r Mr-. John J. Saunders and son, of
St.: Loris, 9.o; falling.
-4
—Master Willie Rook is confined Louisville, returned home yesterday
Mt'. Vernon,.4.2!F falling.
WANTED—By Chicago wholesale'.
with an attack of fever at his home after visiting Mrs. M. B. Nash,
Paducah, 3.5; rising.
and mail order heuse, assistant man-on Fifth and Clark street.
mother of the former.
ager (man or woman) for this county
—The t8-months-old child of JosMr. Charles R. Hall left for DawYesterday
afternoon there got and adjoining territory. Salary $20
eph Miner died of epilepsy at their son kr a sojourn.
away for the Tennessee river the and expenses paid weekly; expense
home in the Sharpe neighborhsod,
Mrs. Fannie Byrd, of Fredonia, steamer Kentucky. She comes back money advanced. Work pleasant;
and was buried yesterday at the yesterday went tc-• Bunker Hill, Ill., again next Thursday night.
position permanent. No investmeitk
Betheleham cemetery.
after visiting Mrs. C. T. Glenn. She
The steamer Clyde will come out or experience required. Write at
—It is said that three men blew -up was accompanied by he, niece, Miss of the Tennessee river late tomorrow once for full particular e and
end
the Lindo Murphy place at Gil- Mayme Graves, of Dycusburg, who night and lay here until "Wednesday self-addressed
envelope. Thomas
bertsville, then look a boat and row- has been visiting here.
afternoon at 5 o'clock before skip- Cooper & Co., r32 Lake street,
in -across the river, flagged the pasMiss Lena Richardson, of Mem- ping away on her return trip.
cago, Ill.
'Anger train and %vitt South.
phis. Term., has returned home after
The City of Saltine) will get out of
—Mrs. Woosley, the noted wornatefinalting here.
the Tennessee river today bouna
evangelist of the Cumberland PresMr. T. B. Upton returned last back towards St. Louis.
byterian church, is conducting a suc- Sight from spending the day at MeThe steamer Warrenn returned
cessful
revival at the HighlaticaJeepolis.
last night from Cairo and lays here
church in the county.
Miss Sallie Graasham, of Salem. until tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock
—Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Cruse, of Livingston county, is here visiting before getting away on her return to
Rowlandtown, are the parents of a h sister, Mrs. Dr. C. E. Purcell. that city.
j
fine twelve pound boy baby.
Mice Rice and Mrs. A. H.
(Miss
rThe Henry Harley came in last ARE THE 'ORIGINAL TONIC
EUwrence have returned from visiting night from Evansville.
CAPSULES."
Confederate Veterans.
in Blandville.
The Bob Dudley left yesierdear afTHE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
Mrs. Edward Ligon, of Fulton, is ternoon for Nashville. She' IlhiV inSUCH
A REPUTATION IN PAThe regular monthly meeting of visiting her sister, Mrs. Herman Gra tended laying here until tomorrow
DUCAH
FOR CURING CHILLS
James T. Walbert camp of Confed- ham.
before getting out, bat yesterday the
erate Veterans will be held Tuesday
AND MALARIA.
Miss Courtie Puryear 'goes to Nash plans were changed.
evening at 7:30 o'clock at the City(vine tomorrow for a visit.
The Charles Turner went eojohnPRICE Soc.
hall. All members are requested to
Mrs. J. F. Oovington has returned souvale yesterday after a tidily-re:CI-sitTAKE NO OTHER.
be oreesnt.
from visitiag in Dyersbttrg, Tenn.
road ties •
A'?:i'ii'
THEY ARE GUARANFEED.
B. H. SICCYFT, Comdr.;
Dr. Robeet Sorg has returned
An excursion will be tibia lip the
W. H. PATTERSON, Adj. from Madisonville and Nashville.
Tennessee river triday by the Charles
Mr. J. Andy Clack yesterdaY, went ton.
Dr. Frank Duley and Mr. Rolla to Earlitsgton to visit his mother.
The. towboat Wooifolk yesterday
Miller will go. to Smithlaaimahii
DRUG STORRS.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Williamson, left for Webbte Landing, up the Tenmorning to spend the day,
Welieltie, Va., will arrive this nessee river,if4N of timber.
_
er four empty °V fib It Jarboe
She carried
Phis' etti
" &
loaded while
eft.*OM 3.•
ve
tiic
barges wt
she is bringimrtmt• the loaded ones,
by the towboat Sycamore, which remains there with her crew to place
the lumber aboar.1 the barges. While
The recollection of
the Sycamore is loading the empties
gpaillty et
the Woolfolk brings out the loads our prescriptions mobs bog after
from that point.
the price is forgotten.
Wnid. from Washington, D. C., is
the
that General Earle has restored
river license of Engineer Jolla Reynolds, of the steamer Kentucky, but
suspended same for ninety days, dating from September rst. Reynolds 7th and Broadway.
Tel. ysd.
engineer on the steamer Ken
the
was
Prescriptions
called
for
and
delivGRISWALD,
W.
MR NORMAN
tacky, and had Assistant Engineer ered free of
charge
anywhere
the
in
McCandless with him. Local Inspecfor years associated with the firm of
city/
them
tors Green and McDonald found
F. Gray, oldest and most exclusive
letting the Kentucky carry over 200
pounds of steam in her boilers, when
hatter of Nashville, Tenn , and later
she was allowed cnly 170 pounds.
assimme—ese.
with Frank & Co.. of that city, as
The licenses of both engineers were
matthe
appealed
they
but
.evoked,
manager and buyer for hat departter to Supervising Inspector Dorsey,
of Louisville. The latter restored
ment. is now in charge of WallerIS A GENERAL TONIC.
McCandless' license because as assist
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
how
say
stein's hat department, where he
authority
to
ant he had no
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
much steam shoekl be carried, that
would be pleased to shake hands with
WILL
CURE NERVOUS TROUDorsey
Reynolds.
with
being
power
BLIES AND WILL RESTORE THE
permanlicense
Reynolds'
revoked
public.
the Paducah
ently, but the latter appealed to Gen. WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
Earle, the highest authority in the FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
marine service, and the chief restored his license, but suspended same STORES.
for ninety days, beginning September
1st, which means he cannet be employed on any boat during that
p

• .7-Ne.‘",-.4111
1
PRESCRIPTION

.0"

ABOUT THE PEOPLE

WANT

Watts Bouley rd
75 lots-5o to 65 feet front—Full block for Park.
Directly in the path of the city's growth. A street car line :15 a certainty.
This property is in the center of the future population
Not present population.

•

g

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules

HAYES

Lemon Chill Tonic

H.T. Hessig. M.D.

—Ballard County will get two more
reral routes. They will be out of
LaCenter and be known as routes one
and two. A population of 000 and
219 houses will be served.

Th
feren

Office
Eighth and Jackson Streets
Telephone 270
Subscribe for THE REGlb.s.

.41

Co, t

HORSE OUTFITTERS
Retail Department Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets.
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USE KEVIL'S

aristocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.

•

-Siteh tVg
At'& Central Business College 1
306 Broadway, PADUCAH,KY.
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE
YOU GO ELSEWHERE.

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway

Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696

Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST

PADUCAH, KV.

MAIM, RINGER & CO.
Subscribe For Register.

Sherrill-Russell Lumber •Co.
1NCOR.PORATED.

Prompt Delivery

•

We desire to call your attention to our line of
WHITMAN SADDLES, FANCY DRIVING HARNG
ES
ES
N,U
EINGNE
413•H RIDING BRIDLES, ENGLISH CROPS, GENUINE
'HOLLY DRIVING WHIPS and FANCY HORSE BLANKETS

FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.

Both 'Phones 295.

HER

.14.14.1m.miAiralralaf&14•
I To Patrons of the Horse I
Show

THE RIVER NEWS

Announcement.

•

,d d BE

20 lots are for sale at the ground floor price at $5 oo front foot—
streets graded and graveled.
Only one to a person and then no more at any price for 6 months.
We want some of the advance ourselves.
The 20 buyers will be asked to pattowsepirrice on residences for s
years.
Go out Broadway to Twenty-eighth street and drive south lind see
what is being done.
111111Eikasa....-

BACON'S

÷ •

Stand
Regis
ammo.

The outlook for Paducah was never brighter.

I Paducah Saddlery

A

Paducah—

THE SECRET of money making in real estate is to buy ahead of the
improvements and wait for them to come to you—when it is
ready for use sell out and buy somewhere else—There is nothing
in it after that time—Ripe means decay.

Islr-PHER SONS

LOCAL NEWS

of

Eleventh nd Tennessee Streets.
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